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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
 
In 2013 there were almost 250 million passenger cars1 in the 28 countries of the European 
Union, with 43,4 million of them in Germany and 36,9 million in Italy. The average amount 
of passenger cars per 1 000 inhabitants in EU was 487 at the end of 2013.2 Finland is above 
this average. In 2014, there were 582 cars towards every 1000 inhabitants. Compared to other 
EU countries, only Italy, Malta and Lichtenstein topped that. The lowest rate was Romania 
with 246.3 
 
In Finland, a country of about 5,5 million people4, there were slightly over 3 million 
passenger cars at the end of 2016,5 of which 2,6 million were in used for transport.6 The 
average number of passengers in a passenger car is only 1,7, which quite often means that 
there is only one person in a car, the driver.7 The large number of vehicles also means that the 
cars are most of the time not in motion, when their owner is not using them. This is not cost 
efficient nor environmentally friendly.  Many cities face issues with traffic jams and the lack 
of parking space. Traditionally these issues have been tried to be fixed by taxing private cars 
and driving as well as by improving the public transport systems. In some locations 
carpooling8 has been made more tempting by adding lines on which one could drive only if 
there are multiple people in the vehicle.9 
 
The amount of passenger transport has been increasing and private cars are the leading 
transport method in that field. In Finland, the market share of all passenger transport was 84,9 
% for private cars compared to public transportation in 2013.10 Finns move on average 41 
kilometers per day and this is done mostly by private cars. When comparing the use of private 
                                                          
1 Passenger cars include any motorized road vehicle other than motorcycle able to carry under 10 passengers, 
including taxis. 
2 Eurostat 2016b. 
3 Eurostat 2017. 
4 Statistics Finland 2017b. 
5 Statistics Finland 2016. 
6 Statistics Finland – Trafi 2017. 
7 Finnish Transport Agency 2012, page 47. 
8 Carpooling means sharing a car for a journey so that more passengers can travel in it. 
9 State of California Department of Transport 2017. 
10 Finnish Transport Agency 2015a. 
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cars, public transportation and other transportation methods, such as walking and biking, the 
share of transport method is 58 % for private cars and only 8 % for public transportation.11 
However, passenger transport is not as tied to the growth in economy as the transport of 
goods is. After the early 90’s the amount of passenger transport has been growing slower than 
the Finnish economy, but the current financial crisis has not influenced it that much either.12 
The same trend in passenger transport can also be seen on the EU level. Between the years 
2003 and 2013 the passenger transport growth was 6,4 % slower than the growth of the Gross 
domestic product (GDP) of the 28 EU Member States’ area.13 The amount of passenger 
transport is growing slowly but steadily.  
 
As gas prices and taxes are rising, owning a private car is becoming increasingly expensive.14 
Not to mention the other costs, such as insurance fees, repair costs and parking fees. 
Economist Markus Ossi has counted that owning a private car costs thousands of euros per 
year.15 Also, the awareness of environmental issues and new concepts of consuming and 
sharing are spreading. However, the demand for passenger transport services only keeps 
growing.  
 
There is a rising need for more cost-friendly and environmentally friendly options and one of 
the possible solutions is the Sharing Economy. A recent Eurobarometer study shows that 
more than half of the repliers had heard of these platform companies and almost every fifth 
had used them.16 The rise of Sharing Economy in the field of transport has risen debates over 
certain aspects of regulation such as the deregulation of taxi industry. Some Member States 
have regulatory initiatives and proposals on the table regarding the regulation of platform 
companies. For example, France has published a new Transport Code in 201417 and the 
Finnish Transport Code18 will come into force in 2018. The regulation of Sharing Economy is 
however not coherent throughout the European Union and there are many issues to be solved. 
 
                                                          
11 Finnish Transport Agency 2015b, at Kulkumuotojen osuus kotimaanmatkoista. 
12 Statistics Finland 2017a. 
13 Eurostat 2016a. 
14 Autoliitto 2016. 
15 Ossi 2016: Using an example of a 25 000 euro Volkswagen Golf Variant, it costed 7045 euros a year during 
5,5 years to own the car including the value loss, the gasoline, the repairs, the insurance and the authority fees. 
16 Eurobarometer 2016, page 5. 
17 Loi No. 2014-1104 du 1er octobre 2014 relative aux taxis et aux voitures de transport avec chauffeur. 
18 HE 161/2016 vp. 
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One well-known company of the Sharing Economy is Uber. By connecting the drivers and the 
passengers through their mobile phone application, Uber is providing a digital platform 
service. However, the customer is also purchasing a service of passenger transport and it is 
unclear who the provider of the transportation part of the service is. Is Uber also providing the 
transport service, and are the drivers its employees, or are the drivers self-employed 
transportation service providers? 
 
1.2 Purpose and Scope of the Study 
 
Sharing Economy is a growing market format which allows one to share their resources 
through an online intermediate. Through Sharing Economy new platform companies are 
emerging. This thesis will focus on a certain type of transport related companies, which will 
be referred as ridesourcing companies. They are platform-based intermediaries, which use 
mobile phone applications to connect drivers and passengers. The regulation of the 
ridesourcing companies and their drivers has been chosen as the topic for this thesis as new 
innovative businesses are emerging and their position in the regulatory field is not clear. This 
research aims to answer a very timely issue of how the ridesourcing companies and their 
drivers fit in the regulatory field and how the regulation should be developed. 
 
This thesis will not focus on other Sharing Economy business models such as the housing 
rental applications or applications where someone can offer other services. The reason to 
choose ridesourcing companies was quite clear. First of all, there seems to be currently more 
large sized ridesourcing companies than other types of Sharing Economy companies. The list 
of well-known ridesourcing companies includes Uber19, Lyft20, GoCatch21, Taxify22, Cabify23 
and many others, spread all over the planet and having significant and still growing market 
shares in the transport business. Secondly, these services have faced many legal issues in 
different Member States and their place in the regulatory field is not clear. This of course 
applies to the other services to some extent as well. For ridesourcing companies the legal 
issue is their definition and position in the regulatory environment. Are they only digital 
companies or are they also involved in the transport business? This is closely linked to 
                                                          
19 Uber’s website. 
20 Lyft’s website. 
21 GoCatch’s website. 
22 Taxify’s website. 
23 Cabify’s website. 
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defining them as intermediaries or service providers. What is the service these companies 
provide? The most important differentiation between ridesourcing companies and the other 
types of Sharing Economy companies, however, is that there are multiple questions regarding 
the drivers and their employment statuses. Are the drivers employees of the ridesourcing 
companies or are they self-employed contractors? 
 
This thesis will focus on one of the ridesourcing companies, Uber. Choosing Uber was 
obvious because it was the first and the most known of the ridesourcing companies. Uber has 
also faced many legal issues and it has been banned in multiple countries. Thus, there is more 
accessible information on Uber over its economically less relevant competitors. What happens 
with Uber will lead the way to its competitors. It has been a trendsetter since the beginning. 
 
Even regarding only Uber one could have chosen various research questions and multiple 
points of view. Due to the limits of this study, the thesis could only focus on one issue. One 
could have written about consumer law related issues, taxation issues or for example focus on 
insurance issues. The thesis will, however, use the labour law perspective and try to answer 
the question, what is the employment status of the drivers of these ridesourcing companies. 
Uber has in various cases denied the drivers being in their employees. The research questions 
of this thesis are: 
 
1) What is the legal definition and regulatory position of ridesourcing companies: are 
they only digital intermediaries or are they transport service providers? These 
questions have been presented to the European Court of Justice in the three 
preliminary ruling requests, two of which are still pending.24 
2) How does the answer to the first question influence the relationship and the 
responsibilities between the company and the drivers?  Does it influence the 
employment status of the drivers? How will the status of the drivers change depending 
on whether Uber is a digital or a transport service company? These questions are the 
main focus of this thesis, but the first question must be determined before these can be 
answered. 
 
                                                          
24 Case C-434/15 Asociación Profesional Elite Taxi, Case C-526/15 Uber Belgium and Case C-320/16 Uber 
France. 
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The legal definition of Uber could influence not only the employment status of the drivers, 
but also the customer protection rights and taxation related matters. Besides the growing 
number of drivers, also the number of consumers using these services and the potential tax 
sums are rising. What made the labour law perspective more fascinating topic, however, were 
the recent cases in the United Kingdom (UK) and in Finland, which demonstrate just how 
fragmented the situation is in the EU. Due to the above-mentioned differences, this thesis will 
focus on the UK, Finland and the European Union aspect regarding the definition of 
ridesourcing companies and the employment status of the drivers. 
 
1.3 Research Methods and Sources of Law 
 
There are multiple methods in legal writing and one must choose the suitable ones based on 
their research questions so that the method will help to research the topic and achieve 
conclusions.25 The topic of the research must determine the methods, not the other way 
around. The chosen method and approach will determine the perspective from which the topic 
is being researched.26 The methods used in this research are problem-solving legal dogmatic 
and comparative law. The legal dogmatic method is the most common method in legal 
writing. Legal dogmatic focuses on the existing legal norms, which it will aim to interpret and 
systematize.27 One form of legal dogmatic is problem-solving, which requires one to be aware 
of the other methods, such as law and history, law and theory and law and sociology, and to 
know how to use them.28 Problem-solving method suits this thesis well, as there are problems 
in the current situation and this thesis will try to find solutions to them. The problems are the 
unclear situation of the ridesourcing companies and the employment status of the drivers. To 
solve the employment status of the drivers, one must first determine what kind of service the 
ridesourcing companies are providing. 
 
The other method used is comparative, which means comparing legislation between different 
countries or jurisdictions, and aiming to understand the similarities and the differences 
between them.29 Comparative law can be used either as a supportive method to another 
method, or by its own. 30 For one to be able to compare laws, the study subjects must have an 
                                                          
25 Kolehmainen 2016, pages 111-112. 
26 Husa – Mutanen – Pohjolainen 2008, page 27. 
27 Hirvonen 2011, page 22. 
28 Ibid., page56. 
29 Husa 2013, page 193. 
30 Husa – Mutanen – Pohjolainen 2008, page 23-24. 
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in-common factor, a tertium comparationis in Latin. This does not mean that the two subjects 
must have an identic feature, just that they have an in-common factor, which can be 
compared.31 The use of comparative law has increased to the integration in the European 
Union, which has lead to the harmonization of legislation and the requirement to interpret the 
EU legislation in the same way in every Member State.32 
 
This thesis will compare the legal situation between different Member States and EU 
regarding the issues of regulating ridesourcing companies and the employment status of the 
drivers. This thesis will focus on the issues on the legislation and cases of the United 
Kingdom and Finland, but will briefly mention what other issues Uber has had in Europe 
regarding its definition and existence. This thesis will look into those two countries due to the 
different regulatory situation in them. The recent Court Cases, in which Uber has been 
involved in, show that these countries have a very different way of interpreting the situation 
and the nature of Uber’s operations. In the Case 2202550/2015 & others33 the UK 
Employment Tribunal ruled over the employment status of the Uber drivers very differently 
than how the Helsinki Court of Appeal treated the drivers in its Cases R 16/1141 and R 
16/117534. The employment statuses are the tertium comparationis of the comparison of this 
thesis. 
 
This thesis will use multiple sources. It will use both European Union legislation and national 
legislation, other official documents from the European Union, the European Commission, the 
European Parliament and the national governments. It will also demonstrate many instances 
of case law, both from the European Court of Justice (ECJ) as well from the national Courts 
of the Member States. The main legal Cases are the three preliminary ruling request sent to 
the ECJ35 and cases involving Uber drivers from a UK Employment Tribunal36 and from the 
Helsinki Court of Appeal37. This thesis will also utilize literature widely, including online 
articles and some statistics. With all these different types of sources this thesis will try to shed 
light on the situation and answer the research questions, especially the second question about 
                                                          
31 Husa 2013, page 186-187. 
32 Husa – Mutanen – Pohjolainen 2008, page 23-24. 
33 The UK Employment Tribunal, Case 2202550/2015. 
34 Helsinki Court of Appeal Judgements R 16/1141 and R 16/1175, given on 21.9.2016. 
35 Case C-434/15 Asociación Profesional Elite Taxi, Case C-526/15 Uber Belgium and Case C-320/16 Uber 
France. 
36 The UK Employment Tribunal, Case 2202550/2015. 
37 Helsinki Court of Appeal Judgements R 16/1141 and R 16/1175, given on 21.9.2016. 
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how the definition of Uber impacts the employment statuses of the drivers. The purpose of the 
first question, what is the nature of Uber, is to enable solving the second question, which 
depends on the outcome of the first. 
 
1.4 Relation to Other Studies 
 
In the recent years, there has been many studies regarding Uber and other Sharing Economy 
and ridesourcing companies both in the European Union and in the United States. As the 
ridesourcing companies are a recent phenomenon, it is not surprising that the regulatory 
framework has not been established in the EU or that the topic raises many questions. 
 
The European Commission has launched many studies regarding Sharing Economy. In 2015 
The Directorate-General for Mobility and Transport launched a study on “passenger transport 
by taxi, hire car and ridesharing in EU”38 and the Directorate-General for Justice and 
consumers launched one study on the “consumer issues in the Sharing Economy”39. These 
studies are focusing on the passenger and consumer rights. 40 The European Commission also 
carried out a public consultation on the regulatory environment for platforms, online 
intermediaries, data and cloud computing and the collaborative economy from September 
2015 to January 201641 and a Eurobarometer survey on the use of collaborative platforms42. 
They include views from authorities, entrepreneurs and individuals. Some key findings 
include that most respondents recognized the benefits of the platform companies and that their 
consumer and supplier related problems could be addressed by a combination of regulatory, 
self-regulatory and market actions. 43 The Eurobarometer study focused more on the statistics 
of awareness and use of the existing platforms. The European Commission has also organized 
several workshops to discuss the Sharing Economy.44 All these studies show that the Sharing 
Economy is becoming an important part of the economic environment and that there are 
already issues recognized especially regarding consumer protection. 
 
                                                          
38 Azevedo – Maciejewsk 2015, page 2. 
39 Milieu, at Consumers in the Sharing Economy. 
40 Azevedo – Maciejewsk 2015, page 2. 
41 Commission Results of the public consultation 2016. 
42 Eurobarometer 2016. 
43 Commission Results of the public consultation 2016. 
44 Cauffman – Smits 2016, page 905. 
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The Committee on Transport and Tourism of the European Parliament has asked for an 
internal briefing to provide a first analysis at the ridesourcing companies. This research was 
provided under the title of “Social, Economic and Legal Consequences of Uber and Similar 
Transportation Network Companies (TNCs)” in 2015.45 This paper came to the conclusions 
that independent analyses of TNCs mobility, labour and environmental impacts are needed as 
for as further research of the regulatory responses towards the TNCs.46 This is exactly what 
this thesis will be looking into: the impacts on labour and the regulatory responses. 
 
Many of the Sharing Economy businesses originate from the United States so it is no surprise 
that their legal research, legislation and case law are slightly ahead of Europe. Shared-Use 
Mobility Center is an American research center devoted to the Sharing Economy companies. 
It has come up with definitions to the different types of companies, which it hopes to become 
established in use.47 This study will be using their terminology as it makes clear distinctions 
between different types of services. 
 
A study in San Francisco suggests that the taxi usage was impacted by the ridesourcing 
companies such as Uber. 48 Between January 2012 and August 2014, the amount of taxi trips 
declined by 65 %.49 It is obvious that the ridesourcing companies are popular among 
consumers and this could be one major reason for the declining usage of taxis.  However, a 
Morgan Stanley research in New York showed the amount of taxi rides on average per day 
declined only by 9% from April 2015 to April 2016. In the same time the amount of Uber 
rides rose 129 %,50 appearing that Uber competes with the traditional taxi services. Different 
studies show different impact and, of course, there are other variables influencing how many 
taxi rides are taken, such as economic reasons and the availability of other transport methods. 
 
The studies done both in the EU as well as in the U.S. indicate how major role these new 
types of companies have, and that the regulators are not sure how to categorize them in the 
current legislative environment. Some American States and European countries have 
regulated ridesourcing companies, but there is yet no legislative instrument on the EU level. 
                                                          
45 Azevedo – Maciejewsk 2015. 
46 Ibid., page 6. 
47 The Shared-Use Mobility Center 2015. 
48 San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, 2014. 
49 Ibid., page 12. 
50 Morgan Stanley 2016, pages 1-2. 
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The European Commission has however clearly showed interest in this matter and is trying to 
get an over-all understanding of the possible issues related to Sharing Economy. 
 
This thesis differs from the studies mentioned above due to its specific focus on Uber and the 
legal issues it has faced. Another differentiation is the focus on the employment status of the 
drivers and the argument that the definition of the nature of Uber’s operations has an impact 
on the employment statuses. The European Commission and other legislators are aware of the 
issues of the risesourcing companies’ drivers are facing, and are trying to figure out how to 
solve them. This study will present the factors, which will determine how to define 
ridesourcing companies’ nature of operations and their drivers’ employment status. 
 
1.5 Outline of the Study 
 
This study includes five chapters all of which are subdivided into sections. The first chapter is 
the introduction which aims to introduce the topic, the research questions as well as the 
technical choices regarding the writing style. First, this thesis looks into the background of 
passenger transport and rising Sharing Economy. There are some statistics to demonstrate the 
significance of passenger transport and Sharing Economy. In chapter “Purpose and scope of 
the study” this thesis provides the topic and the research questions. It narrows down the scope 
of the study and points out other possible research areas. This is followed by a chapter about 
the research methods and the sources used in this study, which have been chosen based on the 
research topic and research questions.  In chapter “Relation to other studies”, this thesis 
provides a short introduction to other studies in similar topics and explains how it differs from 
them. The finishing section of the introduction is the outline of the study. This chapter 
presents the structure of the thesis and the contents of each chapter. 
 
The second chapter “Main Definitions for Understanding Ridesourcing companies” explains 
and defines the key terms of the study beginning with Sharing Economy in general and then 
going deeper into its more specific forms. The focus stays in those types, which are relevant 
for the study, and other relevant related types are only briefly mentioned. The structure of this 
Chapter is like an upside-down pyramid. The first term to be defined is the widest: Sharing 
Economy, what it is, what it requires and what are the parties involved in it. This is followed 
by the definitions of the three different types of Sharing Economy company models: the 
renters, swappers and platforms. After this, the focus will be on one of those models, the 
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platform companies, and introducing two transport related platform company models. These 
platform company models in transport industry are car-sharing and ridesourcing. Finally, in 
Chapter 2.4 this thesis will provide the business model and functions of Uber, the most 
famous ridesourcing company in the world. The brief explanation of Uber’s operations is the 
tip of that pyramid and will complete the understanding of how these definitions are linked to 
each other. All the definitions were leading towards a thorough understanding of the nature of 
Uber. 
 
The third chapter provides understanding of the EU regulation on Sharing Economy. First, it 
briefly introduces the key principles of EU law, which determine the EU competences, and 
mentions some key legal fields and to which competence they belong to. Then it presents the 
relevant EU legislation in the field of services and especially digital services, which are called 
information society services. This is followed by a Chapter regarding the issues of the 
existing legislation in the current situation and a Chapter introducing the Sharing Economy 
Agenda and other opinions of the European Commission and its members. The purpose of 
these Chapters is to present under which jurisdiction Uber could fall under depending on the 
nature of its actions. Chapter 3.5 introduces the legal problems Uber has had in the EU and 
how those have escalated to the three preliminary ruling requests sent to the European Court 
of Justice (ECJ). This Chapter presents the issue of how to define Uber, whether it is a digital 
service or a transport service. 
 
In the fourth Chapter, this thesis will briefly summarize the history of the European labour 
law to explain how it has developed into its current form and then introduce different types of 
employment statuses. The purpose of Chapter 4.1 is to briefly explain the historical relation of 
EU Labour law and the UK and Finnish Labour law. This is fascinating background 
information for evaluating the results of the recent cases regarding Uber drivers which will be 
presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 4.2 includes a legal comparison between the employment 
statuses of the EU, the United Kingdom and Finland. For clarity reasons, the thesis will 
present each jurisdiction separately and then compare them to each other in Chapter 4.2.4. 
 
In Chapter 5 this thesis will look into some key legal Cases concerning Uber drivers. The 
Cases are from the United Kingdom and Finland. The reason why this thesis presents the UK 
first is that they have a recent decision of the drivers, which states clearly their employment 
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status whereas there is still a need for some interpretation in the Finnish situation regarding 
the employment status of the drivers. By comparing these Cases and other legislative 
instruments, this thesis argues that the definition of Uber as a digital or a transport service has 
a major influence on the employment status of the drivers. 
 
Finally, in Chapter six, this thesis provides a conclusion of this study and presents ideas of 
required actions, especially for the regulators both on EU and national level, but also for the 
other parties involved in the situation. This thesis also presents why the lack of EU legislation 
on ridesourcing companies is harmful. Chapter 6.2 focuses on the employment status issues of 
the ridesourcing companies’ drivers and the future possibilities regarding them. The last 
chapter “Conclusions” will summarize the key issues, their possible solutions and what the 
future holds for us. We are currently waiting for the solution of ECJ to solve whether Uber is 
an information society service or transport service provider, which would solve the question 
whether it belongs to the EU or to the national jurisdiction.51 This thesis finds that EU level 
harmonization regarding the ridesourcing companies is needed and that the outcome of the 
above-mentioned ECJ decision will determine how it could be implemented. 
 
 
                                                          
51 Case C-434/15 Asociación Profesional Elite Taxi. 
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2. Main Definitions for Understanding 
Ridesourcing Companies 
 
2.1 Sharing Economy 
 
The consumer needs are an always changing and developing area. In the recent years, there 
has been a remarkable rise in the need for “on demand” services, which are also called “gig 
economy”. The rise for these kind of services is fueled by the newly developed technologies 
which make the services more available to modern day users. 52 These services can be 
purchased and offered through Sharing Economy. 
 
The need for companies, which are based on Sharing Economy is rising. Sharing Economy 
means sharing one’s property, resources, time and skills which they already have, using an 
online platform. It is also known as Collaborative Economy. Sharing is not a new 
phenomenon, but the internet has made it possible to share goods and services with unknown 
people easier than ever. 53 The key factors of the rise of Sharing Economy are technology, 
online payment transfer methods and social media. The first two are technical requirements, 
but social media has influenced the rise by increasing the culture of sharing and connecting 
people. Besides these, the important factor is a change in the attitude. Instead of owning 
something, having an access to it could be enough. This is more environmentally friendly and 
it also connects people to each other.54 Sharing Economy is not only changing the way we 
consume, but also how we think about consumption and the importance or status of 
ownership.55 The key elements of Sharing Economy are digital platforms, accessibility 
instead of ownership, peer-to-peer transactions, making money from idle capacity and self-
regulation.56 
 
Sharing Economy is currently used in accommodation, transport, workforce and tools. There 
could be potential in many other fields such as fashion and food.57 PwC has calculated that 
Sharing Economy is currently worth 9 billion pounds and that it will be worth 230 billion 
                                                          
52 Butler 2016. 
53 Wosskow 2014, pages 7-8, 17.  
54 Hatzopoulos – Roma 2017, pages 82-83. 
55 Das Acevedo 2016, page 5. 
56 Hatzopoulos – Roma 2017, page 85. 
57 Wosskow 2014, page 14 and 35-36.  
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pounds by 2025. This is a massive rise and shows that the Sharing Economy is only taking its 
first steps.58 Sharing Economy is not only for large companies. Especially the young people 
have started taking advantage of these business models and are becoming microentrepreneurs. 
Sharing Economy offers not only a way to save money, but also to earn money.59 
 
The European Commission prefers the term Collaborative Economy over the term Sharing 
Economy. It has defined the term in 2015 as “a complex ecosystem of on-demand services 
and temporary use of assets based on exchanges via online platforms”.60 A more detailed 
definition was provided a year later in the European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy 
document. There the Collaborative Economy was defined as business models where platforms 
form a marketplace which facilitates activities and the goods or services are mostly provided 
by private individuals. 
 
The actors of Sharing Economy can be categorized into three types. First, there is the service 
supplier, who is either a private individual willing to share their time and resources 
occasionally or a professional provider, which could be an individual or a company. Then 
there are the users and thirdly there are the intermediates which connect the first two parties 
and facilitate their transactions.61 The term service provider can either mean the supplier or 
the intermediating party depending on the situation. The intermediate is a provider of an 
information society service, but it could also be a service provider providing the underlying 
service, for example transport. And if the intermediate company is involved in the underlying 
transport service, then the drivers would be called suppliers. However, if the intermediate is 
only offering information society services, then the drivers are the transport service providers. 
 
Sharing Economy requires trust. The consumers must be able to trust the intermediate as well 
as the people they are connecting with. Many of these services provide a rating system where 
the customers can give feedback on the service they received, and the new customers can read 
the previous reviews. For example, on Airbnb both the hosts and the visitors can leave 
                                                          
58 PwC 2014. 
59 Wosskow 2014, pages 12-14,  
60 COM (2015) 550 final, at 2.1. 
61 COM (2016) 356 final, at 1. 
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reviews.62 Similar reviews have been used on online selling platforms such as eBay63 where 
the consumer can choose reliable sellers.  Some companies also use ID verification systems. 
 
2.2 Renters, Swappers and Platforms 
 
Sharing Economy companies can be divided into three categories, which are renters, swappers 
and platforms. Renters replicate traditional structures of an entity renting or selling a product 
or a service directly to their customers and they operate within the existing regulatory 
environment.  
 
Unlike the renters, the swappers and the platforms are peer-to-peer forms of Sharing 
Economy. This means if the product or service is sold through the swapper service, it mainly 
facilitates the transaction and does not have control over it. The swapper company does not 
solve issues between the parties or vouch for the quality of the service either. Swappers are 
online bulletin boards, which earn little or no money at all from the transactions they 
facilitate.64 Examples of swapper companies are Couchsurfing and Craigslist, which allow 
people to find each other on their site, communicate and agree upon the terms. Couchsurfing 
is used for meeting new people and staying in their homes for free65 and Craigslist is basically 
an internet bulletin board for job applications, housing announcements, selling and buying 
announcements and even dating advertisements.66 
 
Like the swappers, platforms also connect individuals and facilitate their transactions. The 
difference is that the platforms, despite of not being a party of the transaction, have more 
control over the transaction and they charge a fee, or a commission, from their assistance. The 
platforms solve information asymmetries and provide some independent quality control to the 
parties.67 The platforms themselves claim not to participate in the transactions, but some 
scholars claim they do, since they are intervening and not remaining purely as a 
matchmaker.68 The most famous platform in the transport sector is Uber.69 Another famous 
platform company is the housing service Airbnb. 
                                                          
62 Wosskow 2014, page 18. 
63 eBay website. 
64 Das Acevedo 2016, pages 3-7. 
65 Couchsurfing website. 
66 Craigslist website. 
67 Das Acevedo 2016, pages 7-8. 
68 Ibid., pages 10-12. 
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Platforms have been called “almost like digital franchising”, because their suppliers seem like 
microentrepreneurs70 and brand recognition is created by controlling the suppliers. The 
difference, however, is that the platforms have more control over the suppliers and there is 
more delegation of the ownership.71  Workers of the platform companies have also been 
compared to on-call workers.72 The problem with this comparison is that the on-call workers 
are a reserve pool for the employer to call whenever their normal staff is unavailable,73 
whereas the platform companies’ workers are not replacements for the normal staff. 
 
2.3 Carsharing and Ridesourcing 
 
The Shared-Use Mobility Center has studied how Sharing Economy influences the transport 
industry and they have defined terms and names for these new businesses. 74  Besides the 
division into renters, swappers and platforms, another way to differentiate transport related 
Sharing Economy companies is to divide them into car-sharing and ridesourcing companies. 
That means that the transport related platform company models are car-sharing and 
ridesourcing. Car-sharing is a service, which provides a short-term access to a motor vehicle 
for their members. There are three types of car-sharing. The traditional type of car-sharing is 
that the customer borrows a car from one location and returns it to the same place. One-way 
car-sharing allows the customer to leave the car to another location and peer-to-peer car-
sharing allows car owners to rent their cars out due to the excess capacity of their cars.75  
 
Ridesourcing, on the other hand, is a newer business model. In California, ridesourcing 
providers are codified as Transportation Network Companies (TNCs).76 Their definition is 
“an organization whether a corporation, partnership, sole proprietor, or other form...that 
provides prearranged transportation services for compensation using an online-enabled 
application (app) or platform to connect passengers with drivers using their personal 
vehicles”.77 Ridesourcing providers use online platforms to connect passengers with their 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
69 Butler 2016. 
70 Microentrepreneurs are people operating small-scale businesses. 
71 Sundararajan 2014. 
72 Das Acevedo 2016, page 9. 
73 Stone 2006, page 256. 
74 The Shared-Use Mobility Center 2015, pages 5-6.  
75 Ibid., pages 5-6.  
76 California Public Utilities Code §§5430 – 5443. 
77 California Public Utilities Commission webpage on TNCs. 
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drivers, who use their own personal vehicles.78 This definition of ridesourcing companies will 
also be used in this thesis. From now on the focus of this thesis will be on ridesourcing 
companies alone. 
 
The most famous ridesourcing company, or a TNC, is Uber, an American company founded 
in 2009.79 As Uber is the first one of its kind, the history of ridesourcing companies has just 
begun. Multiple companies, which follow in Uber’s footprints and use similar business 
models, have emerged. Such companies include Latin American Cabify founded in 201180, 
Australian GoCatch founded in 201181, American Lyft founded in 201282 and Estonian Taxify 
Oü founded in 201383. When referring to Uber in this thesis, the same information applies 
most of the time also to these other similar companies. However, this thesis will focus on 
Uber as it is the first, the biggest and the most widely spread company. Currently Uber is 
operating in over 540 cities worldwide. 84  
 
2.4 The Business Model of Uber 
 
The function of Uber, and similar ridesourcing companies, is quite simple. On one hand, there 
are people in the need for a transport from one place to another and on the other hand, there 
are people capable of providing a passenger transport service. Uber enters the situation by 
offering their application as a platform where these passengers and drivers can connect. Uber 
itself claims to be a technology firm, and it states on their website “Uber does not provide 
transport services”.85 
 
The drivers are not considered to be in an employer-employee relationship with Uber, instead, 
they are being called “partner drivers”. Uber has some requirements for the partner drivers 
such as a driving license, certain conditions of the vehicle and a valid insurance. Becoming a 
partner driver entitles one to use the Uber’s driver application and to get a short training 
provided by Uber. These drivers download the Uber’s driver application to their smartphones 
                                                          
78 The Shared-Use Mobility Center 2015, pages 7-8. 
79 Uber’s website at our story: The idea for Uber was born in 2008 on a snowy evening in Paris when the 
founders had trouble getting a taxi. 
80 Cabify website. 
81 GoCatch website. 
82 Lyft website. 
83 Taxify Oü website. 
84 Uber’s website, our story. 
85 On Uber’s Finnish website at Helsinki it states: “Uber ei ole kuljetusten tarjoaja”. 
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and sign up to it, after which they start receiving requests from the nearby customers who are 
using a similar Uber’s phone application meant for passengers to order a ride from a certain 
location to another. Uber works as a matchmaker and pairs the customer with a suitable driver 
in the area. After receiving a ride request, the driver either accepts or declines the gig. If the 
driver accepts, he will pick up the customer and deliver them to their destination while the 
customer makes a payment through the application. The payment goes to Uber who forwards 
it to the driver after reducing their commission from it. The drivers get 80 % of the payment, 
which means Uber’s commission is 20 %.86 In London, the commission is 25 % nowadays.87 
 
This all means the driver’s first contact with the customer happens when the customer is 
picked up and that Uber does not expressly obligate itself to offer any work to the drivers or 
the driver to accept the offered work. Therefore, there is a lack of mutual obligations, which is 
often considered as a part of an employer-employee relationship. 88 The drivers must pay the 
taxes from their earnings themselves. 89 
 
Nowadays there are more features in Uber besides the earlier mentioned regular service. A 
passenger may also choose which kind of a car they want, a regular, a van or perhaps a 
greener option. Another recent service is the carpooling, which means one will share the car 
with other passengers heading to the same direction. This will bring savings in the costs and is 
good for the environment.90 
                                                          
86 Helsinki Court of Appeal Judgements R 16/1141 and R 16/1175, given on 21.9.2016. 
87 The UK Employment Tribunal, Case 2202550/2015, paragraph 21. 
88 Butler 2016.  
89 Helsinki Court of Appeal Judgements R 16/1141 and R 16/1175, given on 21.9.2016. 
90 Uber’s website, at ride. 
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3. EU Regulation on Sharing Economy 
 
3.1 EU Principles and Competences 
 
Regarding the European Union law, one must always first think about the competences. Is a 
certain issue in the field of which the Union can regulate? Or does it belong to the 
competence of the Member States or perhaps it is shared, and to what extent? The usual 
supremacy rules get slightly more complex, when considering the Union law. The main 
principle is that the Union law is above the national legislation and the judgements of the 
European Court of Justice (ECJ) are superior interpretations of the Union law. Despite of this 
supremacy principle there are limits to the power of the EU. Some of these limits to the 
competence of EU have been set in the Article 5 of the Treaty on the Functioning of European 
Union (TFEU). 
“1.   The limits of Union competences are governed by the principle of 
conferral. The use of Union competences is governed by the principles of 
subsidiarity and proportionality. 
2.   Under the principle of conferral, the Union shall act only within the limits of 
the competences conferred upon it by the Member States in the Treaties to attain 
the objectives set out therein. Competences not conferred upon the Union in the 
Treaties remain with the Member States. 
3.   Under the principle of subsidiarity, in areas which do not fall within its 
exclusive competence, the Union shall act only if and in so far as the objectives 
of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States, 
either at central level or at regional and local level, but can rather, by reason of 
the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved at Union level. 
The institutions of the Union shall apply the principle of subsidiarity as laid 
down in the Protocol on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and 
proportionality. National Parliaments ensure compliance with the principle of 
subsidiarity in accordance with the procedure set out in that Protocol. 
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4.   Under the principle of proportionality, the content and form of Union action 
shall not exceed what is necessary to achieve the objectives of the Treaties. 
The institutions of the Union shall apply the principle of proportionality as laid 
down in the Protocol on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and 
proportionality.”91 
 
This Article contains three key principles: conferral, subsidiarity and proportionality. The 
Union can only act within the limits of the power conferred to it by the Member States.92 The 
powers are Union’s exclusive competence, shared competence or supporting competence. The 
exclusive competence means the EU alone can legislate and adopt binding acts. Such areas 
include customs Union and monetary Union.93 In areas of shared competence both the Union 
and the Member States have the competence to legislate. The Member States can exercise 
their competence in areas where the Union does not use its own. This is called pre-emption 
principle, which means that once the Union has regulated something, it is no longer in the 
competence of the Member States to regulate on.94 These fields include for example the 
internal market and transport. Also, EU’s social policy falls under the shared competence, but 
only as defined in the treaties. Consumer protection and areas of research and technological 
development fall into the shared competence too.95 Article 5 (3) TFEU says if something does 
not fall into the Unions exclusive competence, the Union shall only act if the objectives 
cannot be achieved by the Member States and Article 5 (4) limits that the actions shall not 
exceed what is necessary to achieve the objectives. 96 
 
Labour law, also known as employment law, is one of the fields, which falls under the shared 
competence. Most labour law falls under the Member States’ competence, but EU has set 
some minimum standards in some fields of social and employment policy. This means that the 
Member States can set higher standards.97 The EU Labour Law aims for promoting social 
progress and improving the living and working conditions of the European people,98 and the 
                                                          
91 Article 5 TFEU. 
92 See Tala 2006, pages 65-66. 
93 Article 3 TFEU. 
94 Tala 2006, pages 68-69. 
95 Article 4 TFEU. 
96 Article 5 TFEU. 
97 COM (2016) 356 final, at 2.4. 
98 Preamble of the TFEU. 
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two main areas are working conditions and informing and consulting workers.99 Regarding 
employment law, the Union has both specific and general law-making powers.100 In the 
Article 153 TFEU, the Union has been given certain specific law-making powers in 
supporting and complementing the activities of the Member States. These include worker’s 
health and safety, working conditions and many other worker protection related matters.101 
The Union also has some general law-making powers provided by Articles 115 TFEU (94 
EC) and 356 TFEU (308 EC).102 This thesis will return to the employment policy in Chapter 
4.1. 
 
The passenger road transport policy has been also left to a large extent to the individual 
Member States,103  despite of the fact that road transport is the leading transport method in 
both passenger and freight transport.104 The EU regulation in road passenger transport mainly 
regards long-distance coach services.105 One of the biggest EU influences in this field was the 
adoption of catalytic converters of motor vehicles to reduce environment effects. Despite of 
the efforts to create a common policy for easier cross-border coach and bus operations already 
in the 1970s, developing a common public transport policy has taken a lot of time.106  
 
On the other hand, one field where the EU has recently become quite active is digitalization. 
In 2014 the European Commission lead by President Juncker has taken an agenda on 
developing a Digital Single Market.107 The definition of a Digital Single Market means that 
the free movement of the EU’s four freedoms (goods, persons, services and capital) is easily 
accessible by online activities. The Digital Single Market must follow the conditions of fair 
competition, and provide adequate consumer and personal data protection.108 Digitalization 
has increased the amount of services available as the rise of Sharing Economy companies 
shows. Supporting innovative businesses is also an aim of the European Parliament109 and the 
European Commission. 110 
                                                          
99 Article 153 TFEU. 
100 Watson 2009, pages 18-26. 
101 Article 153 TFEU. 
102 Watson 2009, pages 18-26. 
103 Finger- Holvad 2013, page 14. 
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3.2 EU Legislation Regarding the Ridesourcing Companies 
 
The ridesourcing companies offer services. They are platform companies and therefore could 
be categorized as information society service providers, but perhaps also as transport service 
providers. As different Directives provide protection to service providers, it is crucial to 
determine their nature to determine under which Directives’ scope they fall. 
 
This thesis will present the relevant EU legislative instruments. First of all, there is the Treaty 
on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). The Treaty regulates the free movement 
of services.111 Article 57 TFEU defines the meaning of services under the treaty. This 
definition includes remuneration and the fact that the service is not regulated under the other 
three freedoms of movement in the European single market: goods, capital or persons.112 
Almost all Sharing Economy platform providers fulfill this definition and fall into the 
category of services.113 Even a free online newspaper, which was paid by advertisements, has 
been considered as an information society service.114 Falling under the category means that 
they would be subject to the treaty rules. 115 
 
Another freedom provided by the TFEU is the right to establishment.116 Self-employed 
persons and legal persons, in the meaning of Article 54 TFEU, can carry on an economic 
activity in another Member State117 or provide their services in other Member States 
temporarily while remaining in their country of origin118, if they are legally operating in one 
Member State. 
 
Besides the TFEU, there are three main Directives, which could be relevant for the 
ridesourcing companies. They are the Information Society Service Directive 2015/1535/EU 
(previously 98/34/EC), the E-Commerce Directive 2000/31/EC and the Service Directive 
2006/123/EC. The Service Directive is lex generalis, the more wide and general law, 
compared to the two others. The Information Society Service Directive has some technical 
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standards and regulations and the E-Commerce Directive focuses on certain legal aspects of 
information society services, particularly in electronic commerce. As E-Commerce Directive 
only applies to certain information society services, it makes it lex specialis. As the common 
legal principle “lex specialis derogat legi generali” states, more specific law is superior to the 
more general law.  
 
The E-Commerce Directive contributes to the internal market by ensuring the freedom of 
movement of information society services in the EU.119 The information society services are 
defined in E-Commerce Directive to have the same definition as in the amended Information 
Society Service Directive. 120 This meaning is to provide a service for remuneration at a 
distance by electronic means at the individual request of a recipient.121 
 
Both the Services Directive and the E-Commerce Directive state that cross-border services are 
supposed to work without obstacles, unless legislation determines otherwise. An information 
society service provider should be able to offer their business services in the Member States 
without being subject to prior authorization, declaration or other restriction.122 However, 
exceptions to this have been determined in the legislation. The Host State, where the company 
is established, may deviate from the internal market clause123 when the public policy, health, 
security or consumer protection are at stake.124 The measures imposed by Article 3 of the E-
Commerce Directive can only be imposed on the “imported” services, therefore not in the 
host state of the service. 125 The exceptions are similar to the Service Directive.126 The E-
Commerce Directive includes also a duty for the Host State to ensure the companies 
providing information society services established in their territory comply with national 
provisions. 127 It does, however, not give them the possibility to restrict the freedom to 
provide these services from another Member State.128 
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If the ridesourcing companies are qualified as information society services, they will be 
covered and protected by the E-Commerce and the Service Directives. However, if they are 
also involved in the underlying service, the transport service, they would not fall under the E-
Commerce Directive for that part. What about the Service Directive? 
 
Service Directive has quite a broad scope of services. It qualifies any natural or legal person 
who offers any kind of self-employed economic activity as a service provider.129 The ECJ has 
even considered amateur athletes and retired university professors as service providers.130 As 
the Court has taken such a wide approach, any economic activity will qualify as a service, 
even if provided only on one-off basis by a non-professional. The European Commission has 
proposed the following criteria when determining whether the activity is likely to qualify as 
professional service providing. These criteria are the frequency of the service, the profit-
seeking motive and the level of turnover from the activity and whether it is higher or lower 
than the turnover obtained from another activity.131 
 
The Service Directive allows the same market access rights for the service provider as for the 
platform companies. However, if the provider is a non-professional, there are three 
differences. Provider, who is only occasionally providing the service, should not be required 
to provide any authorization or if they were, the authorization requirements should be lower 
than those of a professional service provider, in order to follow the principle of 
proportionality.132 These non-professional service providers should neither be required such 
an extensive information obligation nor the professional liability insurance which are required 
in the Service Directive.133 However, if the service is in a field of  regulated professions, these 
professional qualifications should not be ignored and these professions should remain 
regulated no matter how often the service is provided.134 
 
The Service Directive defines a service to be any self-employed economic activity which is 
often provided for a remuneration.135 This definition is quite broad, but it has some 
limitations. Certain types of services have been excluded from the scope of the directive. 
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These excluded categories should be interpreted narrowly, except for the transport services. 
The Court of Justice has been interpreting it very widely and counting even hot air balloon 
rides136 and short cruises on the canals of Amsterdam137 as transport services. Transport 
services have clearly been excluded from the scope of the Services Directive.138 The scope of 
the Service Directive 2006/123/EC is defined in Article 2: 
 
“1. This Directive shall apply to services supplied by providers established in a 
Member State. 
2. This Directive shall not apply to the following activities: 
…(b) financial services, such as banking, credit, insurance and re-insurance, 
occupational or personal pensions, securities, investment funds, payment 
and investment advice, including the services listed in Annex I to Directive 
2006/48/EC; 
(c) electronic communications services and networks, and associated facilities 
and services, with respect to matters covered by Directives 2002/19/EC, 
2002/20/EC, 2002/21/EC, 2002/22/EC and 2002/58/EC; 
(d) services in the field of transport, including port services, falling within the 
scope of Title V of the Treaty;  
…“139. 
 
The Recital 21 of the Directive states even more clearly that “Transport services, including 
urban transport, taxis and ambulances as well as port services, should be excluded from the 
scope of this Directive.” 140 If ridesourcing companies are considered to provide transport 
services, they will be excluded from the Directive’s scope. 
 
These are the key directives determining the fate of the ridesourcing companies. If 
ridesourcing companies are considered only as information society services, the EU law 
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provisions designed to ensure the free movement of services in the European Union will 
protect them. However, if ridesourcing companies are considered to be involved in transport 
services, they do not fall into the scope of Service Directive nor the E-Commerce Directive. 
Which EU legislation would cover them then? 
 
The EU Road Transport Strategy aims to promote efficient, safe, secure and environmentally 
friendly mobility.141 However, the regulation is mostly focused on freight transport or general 
rules, such as qualification and training periods of drivers142 and the admission to the 
occupation and mutual recognition of diplomas143. Working time is regulated in the Working 
Time Directive also for people working in urban passenger transport,144 but the mobile 
workers and self-employed drivers of passenger transport have their own working time 
directive.145 Regarding passenger transport on road, the EU has regulation mainly concerning 
international long-distance coach and bus services.146 This means that the ridesourcing 
companies could mainly be regulated by the TFEU. However, the TFEU contains some 
special provisions regarding the freedom to provide transport services: they are regulated 
separately in another part of the treaty.147 
 
3.3 Issues of the Current Regulation 
 
The current legislation was not prepared for such a phenomenon as the Sharing Economy and 
especially the platform companies. Regulating these companies or even defining them is hard 
with the current legislation. For that reason, the European Commission has developed a test 
for determining whether a platform company is providing an information society on their 
platform or whether it is involved in the underlying service. This can only be solved on a 
case-by-case basis. There are three primary criteria used in the determination. Firstly, does the 
platform impose the price instead of setting it. Secondly, does the platform decide on the 
other key contractual terms and conditions, and thirdly, does the platform own the key assets 
which are used to provide the underlying service. If the answers to these questions are yes, it 
would indicate quite strongly that the platform is also providing the underlying service. On 
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top of these primary criteria, the European Commission also developed secondary criteria. 
These criteria are does the platform incur costs and assume all the risks of the service and is 
there an employment relationship between the person providing the service and the 
platform.148 Just assisting on the performance of the supporting tasks does not mean the 
platform has significant control over the service as a whole.149 
 
The definition of whether Uber is a transport or a digital company may seem artificial as Uber 
seems to be a combination of both types of services. However, legally it has a significant 
meaning. If the platform is considered to be participating in the underlying service, it must 
follow the sector-specific regulations on the national and the EU level, such as national taxi 
permits or licenses. On the other hand, if the platform is considered to only be offering the 
service as an information society provider, it should be able to offer their business services in 
the Member States without being subject to prior authorization, declaration or other 
restrictions.150 As a digital service, more favorable rules of the EU’s digital market would 
apply. 
 
In many cases, the issue is that the current regulatory framework does not pay attention to the 
innovative aspects and therefore places Sharing Economy companies in complicated 
situations.151 There are currently “outdated” rules, such as minimum waiting time, which are 
an issue to innovations and creating jobs. These types of legislation are valid, even though 
they might not be very suitable for these kinds of situations. The European Commission has 
shared this view describing the EU market as insufficiently innovation friendly but it does not 
point out which rules would be standing in the way of new innovations.152 
 
It seems that the biggest issue of the “outdated” regulations is occupational licensing. In many 
professions, a special license is needed to be allowed to carry out the job. A license is a 
government mandated permission to work in a certain field, which creates entry barriers to 
new workers. Occupational licensing aims to protect the consumers and to increase public 
safety. In many countries, taxi drivers are required to obtain occupational licenses.153 
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To become a black-cab driver in London, one must participate in training and pass the 
Knowledge of London test which includes over 25 000 streets, 20 000 landmarks and 320 
basic routes. This test costs £900.154 To become a taxi driver in Finland requires one to 
complete a taxi driver course, a taxi driver test and a test for the city knowledge. This costs 
approximately 600 euros.155 Compared to becoming an Uber driver, getting the training and 
license of a taxi driver seems quite expensive and time-consuming. Uber’s recruitment uses a 
very low-barrier method. The taxi drivers accuse Uber of unfair competition. If the EJC will 
consider Uber as a digital service, it will be able to avoid these occupational license 
requirements.156 
 
3.4 Agenda for Sharing Economy 
 
The ridesourcing companies are not covered by any specific Union secondary legislation.157 
The European Parliament has asked in parliamentary questions the European Commission 
about its views on how to regulate these companies. In a Parliament resolution in September 
2015, European Parliament requested the European Commission to monitor the situation of 
Member States regarding the ridesourcing companies and to assess the consequences arising 
from those companies and to propose relevant measures or recommendations to develop 
innovative services while paying attention to the existing taxi services.158  
 
To face the above-mentioned problems among others, the European Commission has 
published non-binding guidelines regarding these Sharing Economy companies on 2nd June 
2016.159 The guidelines determine how to regulate these companies, and they state that 
service providers should only be required to obtain licenses when it is strictly necessary to 
meet the relevant public interests. The guidelines also recommend the Member States to 
distinguish individuals providing the services occasionally from those acting in a professional 
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capacity.160 The European Commission recommends the Member States should ban the 
Sharing Economy companies only as a last resort.161  
 
The guidelines answer the question whether the Sharing Economy companies should be 
subject to the market access requirements such as business authorization, licenses and 
minimum quality standard requirements. 162 The Service Directive demands that the national 
authorities must review the national legislation and make sure that the market access 
requirements are justified by a legitimate objective, and are necessary and proportionate.163 
When considering whether the requirements are justified, necessary and proportionate, one 
could make a distinction between professional service providers and those who only offer 
them occasionally. 164  The criteria for defining professional and occasional service providers 
differ in the Member States. Some Member States separate those two based on whether the 
remuneration brings profit or if it only covers costs of the activity whereas other Member 
States use thresholds. These thresholds depend on the level of profit made or on the regularity 
of the activities. If the activity is provided under these thresholds, there could be fewer 
requirements.165 What about the platform companies? This depends on the nature of their 
activities. If they only provide information society services, they cannot be subjected to any 
specific requirements which are targeted to the underlying services, such as the prior 
authorization and licensing requirements of the transport industry.166 However, if they also are 
involved in providing the underlying services, they would also be subjected to the relevant 
regulation regarding the service. 167   
 
Along with the release of the European Agenda for Collaborative Economy, the European 
Commission gave a press release. In the press release, European Commission’s vice president 
Jyrki Katainen, who is responsible for jobs, growth, investment and competitiveness, said that 
strict restrictions could cost Europe. Katainen said the EU needs innovations and should be 
open to the new collaborative business models, yet addressing the negative effects 
simultaneously. Katainen made it clear these companies should not become a parallel 
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informal economy which operates free of the rules. The Collaborative Economy should not 
become a way to take advantage of the consumers, the labour force or to avoid taxes.168 Also 
EU commissioner Elżbieta Bieńkowska, who is responsible for internal market, industry, 
entrepreneurship and small and medium enterprises, considers these companies an 
opportunity, not a threat. 169  
 
Another comment regarding the Sharing Economy companies has come from the Director-
General of DG MOVE170 Henrik Hololei in October 2016. He said in a seminar regarding 
developing transport that the reason why so many digital Sharing Economy companies 
originate from the U.S. is the ideological difference. In the U.S., they try out new ideas and 
then find out whether they should be regulated or not. We should also change our way of 
thinking, instead of keeping the new comers as challenges, we should find them as 
opportunities.171 
 
Also, the EU Commissioner Violeta Bulc, who is responsible for transport matters, has 
written a letter to the Financial Times stating that the European Commission wants to support 
new mobile services. She wrote that the EU Member States should follow the basic principles 
of the Union, such as non-discrimination and proportionality principles. Bulc pointed out that 
the taxi services are currently regulated on a national level which has led to the rise of prices, 
variable service and inconstant regulation.172 
 
To summarize, the current EU competences both regarding passenger transport and 
employment belong to the area of shared competence, but have been mostly left to the 
Member States. The Directive on services does not even cover the transport services.173 
However, there are multiple Directives covering information society services. The question 
facing the new platform based Sharing Economy companies such as Uber, is how to define 
them: are they only information society services or are they also involved in the transport 
business? The nature of their operations determines whether they fall under the scope of these 
Directives or not. The situation is unclear. Currently, the legislation is fragmented in the 
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Member States and the EU law needs to be updated for us to be able to fit these new types of 
companies in the regulatory environment. The European Commission seems to have a 
positive attitude towards the Sharing Economy and its companies, seeing them as a 
possibility, not a threat. This might imply the willingness to allow their operations either 
through regulation or by self-regulation. 
 
3.5 Legal Problems of Uber 
 
Uber was founded in the United States of America in 2009 and its smartphone application 
was released the following year.174 The company started offering their services in some major 
American cities first without any approval. Nowadays it is becoming legal in many American 
cities, such as Chicago, Seattle, Washington D.C., Dallas and Nashville, and the number of 
cities keeps growing. However, the legal issues of Uber are not over even in their country of 
origin. For example, in California, it is illegal to charge for the rides on individual basis. In 
September 2014, the California Public Utilities Commission sent letters to the operators 
saying the shared rides are not allowed. Despite of this, these services remain in operation. 
The regulation relating to TNCs is becoming more detailed. For example, in the Washington 
D.C., if a customer reports they suspect the driver was on drugs or under the influence of 
alcohol, the service must suspend the driver.175  
 
3.5.1 Legal Problems in EU 
 
Uber’s international expansion started in December 2011 to Paris.176 After Paris, it has spread 
to multiple other European cities and from the very beginning, local taxi drivers have 
considered Uber as a threat. Due to its business model, it also has had trouble fitting into the 
current legislation. The recent years have been tough on Uber in Europe. It has faced 
problems with local and national authorities. Different Member States have banned its 
applications and sent the leaders to trials. Many Member States have banned the Uber App 
saying it is a taxi service and that the customers deserve the same safety guarantees as for 
when using a taxi.177  
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Uber services have been restricted in countries such as Spain, Belgium, France, Germany and 
Italy. In some countries, Uber has been considered as a transport company which is breaking 
the local regulations. France even adopted a new section to their transport law in 2014, which 
included a ban on Uber services.178 Uber tried to claim the law was unconstitutional, unfairly 
broad and limiting the competition. However, this claim was rejected in May 2015 by the 
French Constitutional Council Court.179 In September 2015 the Brussels Commercial Tribunal 
ordered a ban on Uber services, 180 which included a timeframe of 21 days to close off all 
operations in Brussels before getting fined for 10 000 euros per ride.181 This decision was 
characterized as “crazy” by the Vice President of European Commission, Mrs. Neelie Kroes. 
She wrote that the Brussels authorities should rather try to help Uber to find a way to comply 
with the standards, not to ban it. She claims the ban is stopping innovation and is made to 
protect the local taxi cartels, not the customers.182 
 
3.5.2 Three Preliminary Ruling Requests 
 
The Court of Justice of the European Union has jurisdiction to give preliminary rulings 
regarding the interpretation of the Treaties and acts of the institutions, bodies, offices or 
agencies of the Union.183 So far there have been three preliminary ruling requests to the 
European Court of Justice (ECJ) regarding Uber. The first one originated from Spain. Among 
others, Spain had banned the UberPop184 app. This was challenged in Court in 2015 and a 
Spanish judge asked the European Court of Justice what kind of a company Uber is and 
whether Spain was indeed allowed to ban the app. In Case C-434/15 Asociación Profesional 
Elite Taxi, the ECJ is to define what kind of a service Uber is providing: a transport service, 
an information society service or an electronic intermediation.185 The main parties in this case 
are the Applicant, Asociación Profesional Élite Taxi, and the Defendant, Uber Systems Spain, 
S.L. A European ruling to Uber’s favor could be the end of their local issues in Europe. Even 
if the EJC defines Uber as a transport service, Uber might still benefit from the rulings related 
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to unfair and disproportionate limits on companies based in other EU countries, which is 
something Uber has been struggling with in the Netherlands.186 
 
Uber tried to enter the Spanish markets in 2014, and in the city of Barcelona the licensed taxi 
driver union was against it. Asociación Profesional Élite Taxi -association claimed that Uber 
and its systems were violating the Spanish competition law.187 The Judge Fernández Seijo at 
the Barcelona Commercial Court faced a complicated problem of how to interpret the EU 
law. Uber denied to be selling a transport service, instead, they claimed only to be offering a 
user interface for smartphone users, which means it would be merely a computer program.188 
Uber claimed to be providing an e-commerce, information society service, which is 
mentioned in the EU’s E-Commerce Directive 98/34/EC. The Article 1(2) defined what an 
information society service is.189 Providing an information society service is protected by the 
principle of freedom of establishment in EU and therefore needs no authorization for the 
business. 190 The taxi driver association naturally disagreed and claimed that Uber is de facto a 
transport service. 191 
 
The judge Seijo faced another issue of interpreting the EU law. How would a company be 
defined as a transport company, which is excluded from EU Service Directive 2006/123/EC 
regarding the services in the internal market under Article 2(d)?192 The Directive does not 
comply with financial services, electronic communications services nor transport services. 
The same is also cited in recital 21.193 This is quite clear and means that if Uber is considered 
providing urban transport for a commercial purpose, the Directive does not apply.194 
 
As a result, the judge made a preliminary reference request to the ECJ asking for the correct 
interpretation of the ‘transport service’ exception in Article 2(2)(d) of the Service Directive 
and whether it would apply to a company which was facilitating urban transport with the aid 
of information technology. 195 Secondly, he wanted to know if the answer to this question 
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would be negative, would Uber’s alleged breach of Spanish competition law196 be against the 
Article 9 of the Service Directive197 governing the authorization schemes and freedom of 
establishment.198 Finally, he asked regarding the freedom to provide information society 
services199, would the current restrictions Spain was posing on Uber be allowed, if Uber was 
considered as an information society service provider.200  
 
The Case has drawn interest from other Member States as well. Four Member States and the 
European Free Trade Association have submitted written observations which support Uber’s 
claim. These Member States are Finland, Greece, Poland and the Netherlands, where Uber’s 
European headquarter is located. Three other Member States, however, have a completely 
opposite opinion. France, Ireland and Spain claim that Uber is a transport service in their 
submissions.201 The Finnish memorandum was prepared by several Finnish Ministries 
including the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Transport and 
Communications.202  The submission states clearly that Finland considers Uber to be an 
electronic passenger transport brokerage service, which eases the communication between the 
drivers and the passengers. These kind of electronic brokerage services should be considered 
as an information society service to which the Service Directive, the E-Commerce Directive 
and Article 56 TFEU would apply.203 The Finnish submission also states that supporting 
economic possibilities in digital service companies is important for the development of the 
European Digital Single Market204 and is in the interest of Finland.205  The Case C-434/15 
Asociación Profesional Elite Taxi is still pending.206 
 
Another preliminary reference involving Uber was made by a Belgian court Rechtbank van 
Koophandel Brussel in October 2015. In this Case C-526/15 Uber Belgium, the Applicant was 
Uber Belgium BVBA and the Defendant a local taxi union Taxi Radio Bruxellois NV. The 
question here was whether the principle of proportionality is interpreted so that the term “taxi 
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services” also applies to unpaid individual carriers involved in ride sharing by accepting 
request offered by a software application of a company established in another Member State. 
Besides Article 5 TFEU207, the proportionality principle is also presented in the Article 52(1) 
of the Charter.208 The other key statuses, in this Case, were Articles 15-17 of the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights: Freedom to choose an occupation and right to engage in work, Freedom 
to conduct a business and Right to property, as well as Articles 28 and 56 TFEU on the free 
movement of goods and services.209 However, a preliminary ruling request has certain 
requirements regarding its content and these requirements are explicitly laid down in the 
Rules of Procedure. 210 The requirements include a summary of the subject-matter, a tenor of 
any national provisions applicable and a statement of the reasons why the referring court is 
inquiring about the interpretation or validity of certain EU law provisions.211 In Case Uber 
Belgium, the ECJ found that the reference for a preliminary ruling did not meet those 
requirements.212 Therefore the Court found this request inadmissible and did not answer the 
questions.213  
 
A third preliminary reference has been made in June 2016 by the French Court Tribunal de 
grande instance de Lille. Case C-320/16 Uber France is related to the new French taxi and 
private hire vehicle law, Code des transports, inserted by Law No 2014-1104 of 1 October 
2014.214 The questions were whether Article L.3124-13 of this Code was constituting a new 
technical regulation, which is not implicit and relates to one or more information society 
services as defined in the Directive 98/34/EC, and if France should have notified the 
European Commission in advance before drafting this law as required in the Article 8 of 
Directive 98/34/EC.215 Or would it fall within the scope of Service Directive, which has an 
Article to exclude transport services?216 The Court also asked if the former was correct, would 
the failure to notify the European Commission mean that the Article would be unenforceable 
against individuals.217 Again, some Member States have submitted their written opinions. The 
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Finnish submission stated, quite similarly as their previous submission, that the service in 
question is electronic brokerage service. The submission argued that the French law did 
include a technical requirement which would have required notifying the European 
Commission and therefore it would be unenforceable against individuals.218 This Case has not 
been solved either, which means there are two pending preliminary ruling requests related to 
Uber in the ECJ. 
 
The definition of whether Uber is a digital company or a transport company can be phrased 
more detailed by acknowledging that Uber is a platform company and asking whether it is 
also participating in the underlying transport services or not. This will impact the definition of 
the relationship between Uber and its drivers. As shown above, the situation in the EU and its 
Member States is not clear. 
 
These three preliminary ruling requests are focusing on the quintessential issues of Uber. The 
first and most fundamental one is the Spanish request. The questions how to define the nature 
of Uber’s operations and find the relevant Directives are crucial for the future of Uber. If ECJ 
will determine the answers to these questions, it will declare whether ridesourcing companies 
will fall under the scope of EU jurisdiction or national legislation. The Belgian request over 
how to interpret the principle of proportionality and the term taxi services was unfortunately 
considered as inadmissible. It would have brought an EU aspect to the definition of Uber. The 
third request is regarding certain parts of the 2014 French transport code and if they are 
related to information society services or the service Directive and should France have 
notified the EU about this part of their legislation. The questions also include would this 
Article be unenforceable against individuals, if France had a failure to notify. If the ECJ 
answers these questions, it will determine if national legislators are allowed to regulate the 
ridesourcing companies without consulting the European Commission.  The decisions of ECJ 
will also influence the definition and the employment status of the drivers of ridesourcing 
companies.
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4. Labour Law in the European Union 
 
4.1 How EU Labour Law Has Developed 
 
Originally in 1951, the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) was founded to be an 
economic union to maintain peace. After the world wars, the aim was to get the states 
cooperating in key areas such as coal and steel. This cooperation broadened later into the 
European Union and other political aims such as human rights, environmental issues, 
employment rights and many others. Economic interests inspired also the beginning of EU’s 
labour law. Already in the ECSC Treaty of 1951 social matters appeared as Articles 2 and 3 
aimed for the growth of employment.219 The objectives of improved working conditions and 
rising standard of living were, however, subordinate compared to the economic development. 
Even the freedom of movement of workers220 was only a way to improve the economy.221  
 
The ECSC Treaty222 had sectorial employment and social policy in the areas of coal mining 
and steel. The first European sectorial provisions on employment and social policy in 
transport appeared in the 1957 EEC Treaty.223 It says the Council has the power with a 
unanimous vote to give provisions regarding “the principles governing transport and the 
application of which might seriously affect the standard of living and the level of employment 
in certain regions”.224 
 
The United Kingdom joined the European Community in 1973 and for the first twenty-eight 
years they had the most consistent and effective opposition to the extension of the rights of 
the workers and trade unions in EU law. This had impacts on both the EC law as well as the 
UK law.225 During 1974-1979 some major Directives in the field of labour law were approved 
by the Council of Ministers, such as equality Directives and protections of workers in 
insolvency. However, the UK government became more conservative during the 1980s and 
the EC labour legislative activity was mostly focused on health and safety of work, since 
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other proposals were likely to be rejected by the UK and therefore fail to receive the 
unanimous approval of the Council of Ministers.226 In 1989 the Community Charter of 
Fundamental Social Rights of Workers was signed by all other Member States, but the UK 
decided not to sign it. The UK also decided to opt-out from the Social Chapter of the Treaty 
on European Union227 in Maastricht in 1992.228 
 
The attitude in the UK changed when the newly elected Blair government decided in May 
1997 to withdraw this opting-out of the Maastricht treaty and accept the Directives adopted 
under it. By the Treaty of Amsterdam in June 1997, the UK rejoined the mainstream of the 
European labour law.229 The UK was still not open to give up on the structures of the UK 
labour law, and soon they came up with a more efficient way to meddle with the EU law than 
the previous veto tactic. By allying with center-right governments, the UK could push a 
different approach to labour law in the EU; “burdens on business” labour law had a method of 
policy implementation through soft law230, not the binding Directives representing the hard 
law.231 
 
Unlike the UK, Finland did not resist the European labour law despite of it having a 
significant influence on the Finnish employment law. Finnish collective bargaining232 unions 
are active in EU collaboration and much of the employment legislation in Finland originates 
to the Directives. Finland has been keen to harmonize its employment law towards the EU 
law especially at the beginning of becoming a Member State in 1995.233 Finland is a welfare 
state, where employee rights are highly valued. For example, in some countries, like the UK, 
the rights of an employee begin only after a certain period of time, whereas in Finland, the 
employee rights start on the first day of employment.234 
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The situation in the European Union is quite different nowadays as there are multiple 
Directives regarding labour law235 and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights236, which was 
proclaimed at the Nice Summit in 2000.237 However, the employment policy was left mostly 
to the exclusive competence of the Member States until the end of the 2000s when the Union 
took more responsibility in the economic, monetary and the employment policies. Through 
the Treaty of Amsterdam, the Community and the Member States committed to developing a 
coordinated strategy for employment.238 This approach lead towards a European employment 
policy and an Employment Committee was founded.239 The European Employment Strategy, 
initiated in 1997, was a beginning for “open method co-ordination” based on key principles of 
subsidiarity, converge, management by objectives, country surveillance and an integrated 
approach. Since the European Commission has developed Employment guidelines and 
revised the different policies regarding employment and economics.240  
 
Comprehending the history of EU Labour law is important for understanding how it currently 
functions. The actions of the UK government caused a delay in the development of EU 
Labour law in some areas and one can only speculate whether it would be more advanced 
nowadays without this delay. Also, in the light of this background information one could have 
assumed the decisions of the UK Employment Tribunal241 and the Helsinki Court of 
Appeal242 regarding Uber drivers would be totally opposite ones. Perhaps the reasons behind 
the UK decision are some other than Labour law -related interests, such as the protectionism 
of the taxi industry. These cases will be presented in detail in Chapter 5. 
 
4.2 Employment Statuses 
 
The suppliers of the platform economy are quite often referred to as self-employed freelancers 
rather than employees. Especially the ridesourcing companies claim not to be the employers 
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of the drivers. There are, however, other opinions on this, and the situation is unclear. It is 
important to define what the drivers legally are and what is the relevant law to determine this. 
What makes the suppliers of platform economy companies uniquely vulnerable is that the 
labour standards have changed in the Sharing Economy companies. There is a new allocation 
of risk and reward between the platform and the suppliers.243 Some Uber drivers in the United 
States are feeling exploited and even referring to Uber as “a pimp”. They complain about low 
salaries, long working hours and the lack of communication channel with Uber, not to 
mention the feeling of not being respected.244 They also lack union-based bargaining245 
power.246 Uber drivers also lack the communal ties which help labour force to organize. As 
they do not have a work place where they could meet and as many of them work only part-
time, it is unlikely for them to get to know each other.247 
 
Uber has been denying that the drivers are their employees and it has been facing class-action 
lawsuits all over the United States by thousands of Uber drivers. Their main objective is to 
gain the employee status rather than being called contractors. So far Uber has settled with 
thousands of drivers by acknowledging their rights to sick leave, overtime, social security, 
health insurance, minimum wage and that Uber cannot fire them whenever it wants. However, 
until now Uber has avoided classifying them as employees.248 
 
The differentiation between a dependent employee and a self-employed independent 
contractor is crucial regarding the legislative protection the worker receives. The Employment 
law is meant to protect the weaker party, the employee, by legislation.249 It tends to present 
the distinction between dependent and independent work as a clear dichotomy. Employment 
law is not traditionally used to protect independent contractors who are regulated based on 
general rules of the civil law or sometimes even commercial law. 250 Nowadays, however, the 
differentiation between an employee and an independent contractor has become more 
obscure. 
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As there is shared competence in the field of employment, the Member States are responsible 
for determining what is the criteria to define someone as a worker under their national 
regulation. 251 But besides these national definitions, there is a European definition for 
workers. This was set out already in 1964 when the ECJ stated the concept of “wage-earner or 
assimilated worker”252 concerning social security for migrant workers has a community 
meaning.253 The choice of relevant law between the national and the EU definition depends 
on the situation. 254 When the question is regarding the freedom of movement255, the EU law 
definitions will be used.256 The ECJ has confirmed that the EU definition of a worker shall 
also be used when applying certain EU Directives, such as Directives on working time257, 
collective redundancies258 or employment equality259. The Commission has stated in the 
European agenda for the Collaborative Economy, that if evaluating the existence of an 
employment relationship is linked to the applicability of some EU law instruments, such as a 
specific Directive, the national definitions are irrelevant.260 So, the essential question 
determining whether the EU or the national terminology will be used, is evaluating the 
existence of the employment relationship and its connection to the applicability of certain EU 
law instruments. 
 
4.2.1 Employment Statuses in the EU Labour Law 
 
The EU law guarantees rights to workers, such as the freedom of movement.261 Yet the  
Treaties do not have an explicit definition for the term worker.262 The term worker is used in 
several Directives,263 but some Directives264 use the term “employee”, even though this makes 
a reference to the national legislation.265  The concept of a worker in EU law has been defined 
by the European Court of Justice. 266 The concept has been primarily developed related to the 
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framework of freedom of movement of workers.267 Member States remain free to extend the 
definition and have a wider approach to determining who is a worker, but as stated above, the 
national definitions might be irrelevant if the existence of an employment relationship is 
linked to the applicability of EU instruments.268 The term worker in EU law “covers any 
person who undertakes genuine and effective work for which he is paid under the direction of 
someone else.” 269 The requirements for genuine and effective work, remuneration and 
subordination come from ECJ’s case law.270  
 
The ECJ has also stated that “the essential feature of an employment relationship is, that for a 
certain period a person performs services for and under the direction of another person in 
return for which he receives remuneration.”271 In other words, the criteria for work are nature 
of work, subordination and remuneration. The nature of the work defines whether the work is 
genuine, active and performed for an economic purpose.272 It separates genuine work from 
marginal and accessory work.273 Also part-time workers are considered as workers if the work 
is genuine and effective economic activity.274 
 
The subordination criterion is fulfilled when the supplier is providing the service under the 
direction of the platform and the platform determines the activity, the remuneration and the 
conditions of working. The subordination distinguishes workers and self-employed 
persons.275 Some scholars are skeptical whether many Courts would even categorize Uber 
drivers as employees because of the lack of control over work, which is a key characteristic of 
an employment relationship. Compared to delivery company workers, there are many ways of 
control under which the Uber drivers are not. The delivery workers wear company uniforms, 
drive a company car, show up at their facilities at a certain time and deliver packages daily. 
Uber drivers, on the other hand, do not use a uniform, drive their own car, do not have a 
working station and are free to work when they want.276 
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The third criterion, remuneration, is to separate the real work from volunteering work. If the 
service supplier does not receive any remuneration or only receives enough to compensate 
their costs of the action, it does not count as work.277 Currently, in the United Kingdom, one 
can share a car in carpooling only if the main purpose of the ride was not to pick up paying 
customers. They are allowed to charge the other passengers their share of the gasoline and 
other costs, but are not allowed to make a profit with ridesharing. Once someone does it for 
profit, it becomes an illegal taxi service if the driver does not have the necessary licenses. 
There is a clear difference between someone who is providing a taxi service and someone 
who would have taken the ride anyway and is just filling their empty seats.278  
 
Besides the workers, another EU employment status is self-employment. The Article 49 
TFEU gives rights to free movement and establishment.279 The treaties do not define the term 
self-employed either, but the ECJ has some case law giving it a definition. The Court has 
stated that unlike workers, the self-employed work outside of the subordination relationship, 
bear the risk of the business and are paid directly and in full.280 However, all the case law is 
related to the freedom of movement and outside of that context, there is no case law on the 
term self-employed.281 
 
Traditionally the employees sell their labour services while the self-employed sell a product, 
which can be a result of their services. In terminology, this differentiation has been in the 
“contract of service” for an employee and “contract for services” for a self-employed person. 
A classic illustration is the difference between a chauffeur and a taxi driver.282 However, the 
new atypical contracts, such as zero hour contracts or internships, are dispersing the 
traditional dichotomy between the employee and the self-employed. There is not much 
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legislation on the atypical workers in EU283 but the European Parliament has been keen to 
raise the issue of these workers.284 
 
The European Commission is aware that the traditional distinction between employees and 
independent contractors is no longer accurate.285 Sometimes the term self-employed is even 
being intentionally used to conceal the real employment status. This false self-employment is 
a situation where an actual employment relationship is being disguised into some other legal 
form despite of the fact that the working conditions are those of an employment 
relationship.286 There is no unambiguous definition to separate the actual self-employment 
and the false self-employment at the EU level.287 Some of the characteristics of false self-
employment are that the decision to become an independent contractor comes from the 
employer, that the work is the kind normally done under an employment contract and that the 
buyer of those services is trying to avoid the employer status and obligations coming with 
it.288 Reasons to disguise the true employment status can be avoiding the taxes and social 
security contributions, which  is illegal. 289 
 
Legal literature also implies there could be a yet another category of workers in the EU. These 
“economically dependent workers” would not be the typical employee according to EU law as 
they do not have an employment contract, yet they are economically dependent on one 
company for their income.290 An example of an economically dependent worker could be a 
lawyer with only one main client.291 According to an EIRObserver study, the likely sectors for 
economically dependent workers are media, construction, road transport and ICT in most 
Member States.292 These situations fall in the grey area between dependent employment and 
independent self-employment.293 Formally they categorize as self-employed but this type of 
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workers have not been regulated in the EU.294 However, some Member States have started 
regulating this new legal status to protect the vulnerable workers.295 The existence of such 
arrangement has been acknowledged by the European Commission.296  
 
4.2.2 Employment Statuses in the UK Labour Law 
 
The UK labour law has multiple statuses for individuals providing work services. The 
employment status reflects on the rights and obligations of the worker. The main types of 
employment are employee, worker, self-employed or contractor, director and office holder.  
 
Company directors manage limited companies on behalf of the shareholders.297 An office 
holder is an individual who is appointed to a position such as a director, a board member, 
trustee or other trusted position in the company or organization, but who does not have a 
contract nor receive regular payment.298 This thesis will not be looking into these two types of 
employment. A self-employed person and a contractor, on the other hand, are running their 
own businesses and taking responsibility for their possible failures. They are not paid through 
the UK Pay as you Earn (PAYE) system299 and do not have the same employment rights and 
responsibilities as workers and employees. 
 
The two more common types, the worker and the employee, are also more dependent on the 
employer. The biggest difference between them is the amount of rights and protection they 
receive. The worker’s employment rights include minimum wage, protection against unlawful 
deductions from wages, paid holiday, minimum length of rest breaks, maximum 48 hours on 
average weekly working hours, protection against unlawful discrimination, protection for 
“whistleblowing”300 and the right not to be treated less favorably if working part-time.301 The 
employee has all the rights of a worker and on top of that others rights such as sick pay, 
maternity and paternity leave, minimum notice periods if their employment will be ending, 
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protection against unfair dismissal, right to request flexible working, time off for emergencies 
and redundancy pay.302  
 
The question then is how to define an employee and a worker under the UK law. The core 
definition is in Employment Regulations Act (ERA) 1996, section 230: 
 
“(1)In this Act “employee” means an individual who has entered into or works 
under (or, where the employment has ceased, worked under) a contract of 
employment. 
 
(2)In this Act “contract of employment” means a contract of service or 
apprenticeship, whether express or implied, and (if it is express) whether oral or 
in writing. 
 
(3)In this Act “worker” (except in the phrases “shop worker” and “betting 
worker”) means an individual who has entered into or works under (or, where 
the employment has ceased, worked under)— 
 
(a)a contract of employment, or 
 
(b)any other contract, whether express or implied and (if it is express) whether 
oral or in writing, whereby the individual undertakes to do or perform 
personally any work or services for another party to the contract whose status is 
not by virtue of the contract that of a client or customer of any profession or 
business undertaking carried on by the individual; 
 
and any reference to a worker’s contract shall be construed accordingly. 
…”303. 
 
This contract section 230(3)(b) is also known as the limb “(b) contract”.304 The same 
definitions apply under the National Minimum Wage Act (NMWA) and Working Time 
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Regulations (WTR). NMWA Section 34 includes a definition for an agency worker, who 
would not otherwise be considered a worker due to the absence of a worker’s contract. These 
agency workers are supplied by an agent to work for a third party under a contract or other 
arrangements, which are made between the agent and the third party, without the agency 
worker being a party of it. The section states that if an individual fulfills the criteria, the other 
provisions of the NMWA will have effect as if there was a worker’s contract between the 
agency worker and either the agent or the third party, depending on which one pays for the 
work.305 
 
ERA Section 43K Extension of meaning of “worker” etc. for Part IVA includes yet another 
definition for a worker for the purposes of part IVA. This definition is an individual who is 
not defined to be a worker under the section 230(3), but works for a person to whom they 
were introduced by a third person, and the terms were substantially not determined by them, 
but by the person they work for or by the introducing party. 306 This resembles the agency 
worker defined in NMWA. 
 
These statuses have made the differentiation quite clear. An employee is someone who works 
under an employment contract. A worker on the other hand, can be working under some other 
kind of contract or to be categorized as a worker based on the work they are doing to 
someone, if they do not have the possibility to determine how they do the work, and are under 
the control or management of someone else. The agency worker is yet another possible status 
who will be treated as a worker, which means it basically just widens the scope of the term 
worker. Not all European legal systems have the term “worker” in their national legislation, 
some only have “employees”. The division between these two could make it possible to 
include also the atypical workers into the worker category. The economically dependent 
workers might also fit under the worker status if not under the employee status.307 
 
4.2.3 Employment Statuses in the Finnish Labour Law 
 
In Finland, there are three kinds of employment statuses in the private sector. There are 
employees (työntekijä), officers (toimihenkilö) and high-level officers (ylempi 
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toimihenkilö).308 All of them have an employment contract with the company and are treated 
the same according to the law.309 The only difference between these three types of employees 
is the use of a different collective labour bargaining agreement (työehtosopimus), which is 
negotiated between the worker associations and the employer associations.310 The officers and 
high-level officers are more often highly educated and in a manager position than the 
employees, and they belong to different worker unions311. The differences between the three 
above-mentioned categories do not matter for the purpose of this study. Uber drivers could be 
defined as employees of Uber, but not as officers nor high-level officers, as they do not 
belong to the right worker unions nor do they have a manager position. Unlike in the UK, 
Finland does not have legal differences between “a worker” and “an employee”. 
 
Besides the above-mentioned employees, there are self-employed people. They are running 
their own businesses without having a legal entity such as a limited company. They are 
categorized either as independent contractors (itsenäinen ammatinharjoittaja) or independent 
traders (itsenäinen liikkeenharjoittaja). The former is working in a field of their training, often 
offering their services, for example as a freelancer. The latter often owns a location for their 
business operations. The taxation is more simple for the former.312 As Uber drivers do not 
own a venue, but they do offer their services, they could be categorized as independent 
contractors, but not as independent traders. 
 
How to differentiate employees from independent contractors? An employment relationship is 
defined by certain criteria, which are also written in the law.313 An employment relationship 
means a legal relationship, where an employee works for the employer based on a contract 
and under his guidance and supervision for a remuneration.314 The employment relationship 
has two parties: the employee and the employer. Based on the criteria one can differentiate the 
two parties from one another: the employee is the one providing the work for the employer.315 
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These four criterion points can be called contract criterion, work criterion, compensation 
criterion and direction criterion. According to the Finnish law,316 a legal relationship is an 
employment relationship only if all the criteria are met.317 The employment law is mandatory 
legislation: If an employment relationship exists, the parties cannot agree not to apply the 
law.318  
 
The Finnish law does not have an unambiguous and comprehensive definition for independent 
contractors. This is why the distinction between an employee and an independent contractor 
will be done based on the evaluation of the employee status criteria.319 As the independent 
contractor is also likely to have a contract, provide the work and receive compensation, the 
direction criteria might be the one distinguishing these two statuses. The right to direct is 
being evaluated based on those facts which prove the independence or the dependence of the 
worker. The terms upon which the parties can agree on are the definition of the working 
relationship, the method of work, the location and time of the work, the position of the worker 
in the employer organization, personal goals set to the worker, the remuneration and the right 
and obligations of the parties.320 By including terms which imply whether there is the right for 
the employer to direct and supervise the work, they can define the nature of the working 
relationship.321  
 
If the legal nature of the relationship is still unclear, one must evaluate the situation as a 
whole. In this evaluation being an independent contractor has been implicated by the profit-
seeking purpose, carrying the economic risk of the business, the size of the operations, the 
publicity of the operations and independence.322 Yet, if the other criteria of an employment 
relationship are adequately fulfilled, the direction criterion can be fulfilled by only having the 
right to direct. This right does not have to be used. 323  Evaluating if the right to direct is 
fulfilled is based on the true working conditions and the contract terms. 324  If only the terms 
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of the contract would be considered bypassing the true circumstances, one could circumvent 
the law.325 
 
4.2.4 Differences Between EU, UK and Finnish Employment Statuses 
 
The definition of a worker depends on jurisdiction. The employment statuses have different 
criteria under the Union law, the UK law and the Finnish law. The EU law is superior to the 
national laws and if the employment relationship is related to freedom of movement of 
workers or some specific EU law instrument, the definition will come from the EU law. 
However, some Directives use the term employee, which is not an EU law term, but refers to 
the definitions of the Member States. 
 
The EU law term worker is not as broad as one might think. The UK law, on the other hand, 
has a term employee and on top of that the less privileged, but more open category of workers 
and even agency workers, which only makes the worker-category wider. Finnish employment 
law only recognizes the term employee and there is no middle-ground, an employment status 
called a worker. Their definitions vary. In Finland, an employee is defined based on an 
existing employment relationship which has four criteria. Three of these are the same as for 
the EU law term worker, but on top of that, there is the criterion of contract. Also, the UK 
employees work under a working contract whereas the workers work under some other form 
of contract. It would seem that in Finland the contract of employment has a greater meaning 
for the definition of an employee. 
 
The definition of a self-employed independent contractor is quite similar in all three 
jurisdictions despite it not being determined in the legislation. The major difference between a 
worker or an employee and the self-employed is subordination. There are also atypical 
workers, economically dependent workers and false self-employed, which are deficiencies of 
the current legislation. The answer to the question what the Uber drivers are is not evident. 
Out of the three jurisdictions, the UK legislation has most options for an employment status. 
Besides an employee or self-employed, there is the wide category of workers. Under the EU 
law or the Finnish law, the options are more limited. 
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Having two types of employment statuses can have both pros and cons. On the positive note, 
the multiple employment statuses allow the economically dependent workers to be 
categorized into the less privileged category and gain at least some minimum rights. 
However, the risk of two categories is that some of those who might now be categorized as 
employees, might lose some of their rights if recategorized into workers. Some employers 
might even use this situation to their advantage by only hiring workers who do not receive all 
the rights of an employee.  
 
An EIRObserver study has found three possible options for clarifying the broadening of 
definitions and forms of employment.326 The first option is extending the provisions regarding 
dependent employment to new forms of employment, such as the economically dependent 
workers, who are not categorized as self-employed. This option gains support from many 
labour unions, but it might lead to the reduction of the differences between employment 
statuses and not suit the European employment strategy, which aims for adaptability and 
supporting entrepreneurship. The second option is to define a third status in between the 
dependent worker and the autonomous self-employed. The workers with this status would 
receive intermediate level of protection, but the issue is identifying the characteristics for this 
status. The third option would be establishing a common set of basic rights and protections, 
which would apply to all workers, no matter what their employment relationship would 
formally be. This option is implicitly supported in the UK due to the use of term worker 
instead of employee in labour rights legislation. The difficulty of this option would be 
determining which set of rights should be extended to all workers.327 The protection of the 
rights of workers and supporting entrepreneurship are partly opposite objectives and making 
labour legislation is always about finding a balance between these two. 
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5. Cases involving Uber drivers 
 
5.1 United Kingdom Case Law on Uber drivers 
 
Due to the variation of treatment in different Member States, there have been multiple cases 
involving Uber and its drivers. A landmark decision regarding the nature of Uber’s operations 
and the employment status of the drivers was made in 2016 by the UK Employment Tribunal, 
a Court for employment related cases. 328  The parties in case 2202550/2015 & others were the 
Claimants, Mr. Aslam, Mr. Farrar & Others, and the Respondents, Uber B.V., Uber London 
Ltd and Uber Britannia Ltd. The judgement was sent to the parties 28th October 2016.329 The 
Claimants were former drivers of Uber in London area. The Respondents were three Uber 
companies, the first being the headquarter company in the Netherlands, which owns the rights 
to the Uber app, and is the parent company for the two latter. In the judgement, they were all 
referred as Uber unless otherwise necessary to define which entity of the organization was at 
hand. 
 
The Claimants brought claims for failure to pay the minimum wage under the Employment 
Rights Act 1996 (ERA)330, read with the National Minimum Wage Act 1998 (NMWA)331 and 
associated Regulations, and for failure to provide paid leave under the Working Time 
Regulations 1998 (WTR)332. Two of the Claimants also complained about the detrimental 
treatment on whistle-blowing under ERA.333 The Respondents denied the Claimants were 
ever workers entitled for the worker protection legislation.334 
 
5.1.1 Evaluation of Subordination and Independence Factors 
 
In the case 2202250/2015 Aslam & Farrar, the product range was presented and it was stated 
that Uber markets multiple different types of products.335 These services include UberX, 
UberCl, UberEXEC, UberTAXI and UberWAV which vary in the cost, the size of the vehicle 
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and the number of passengers.336 The operation of Uber App was also presented. The 
application allows passengers request to a ride and the closest driver has 10 seconds to accept 
the ride on his smartphone before it will be offered to another driver. The driver will only see 
the passenger’s first name and no other contact information, and the driver is not supposed to 
ask the passenger about the destination until they are seated in the vehicle.337 The driver is not 
allowed to negotiate a higher price than the one set by the app either. However, the driver can 
charge less.338 The App will also tell the drivers the most cost efficient driving route which 
they are recommended to follow.339 If the driver does not follow it and take longer routes, the 
passenger might be charged more or experience a delay, due to which they might be able to 
receive a partial refund which the company will charge from the driver. The refunds are 
handled by the Uber London Ltd, sometimes even without telling the driver.340 
 
The terms between Uber and the passenger were quite different of those between Uber and the 
drivers. In the passenger terms, “rider terms” it states in Part 1 Booking Services Terms 
paragraph 3 that:  
 
“Uber UK does not itself provide transportation services and is not a 
Transportation Provider. You acknowledge and agree that the provision to you 
of transportation services by the Transportations Provider is pursuant to the 
Transportation Contract and that Uber UK accepts your booking as agent for 
the Transportation Provider, but is not a party to that contract.”.341 
 
In part 2 paragraph 2 it states:  
 
“The Services constitute a technology platform that enables users … to pre-book 
and schedule transportation, logistics, delivery and/or vendors services with 
independent third-party providers … You acknowledge that Uber does not 
provide transportation, logistics, delivery or vendors services or function as a 
transportation provider or carrier and that all such transportation, logistics, 
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delivery and vendors services are provided by independent third party 
contractors who are not employed by Uber or any of its affiliates.”.342 
 
For the terms between Uber and the driver the terminology changes. In “Partner Terms” 
(1.7.2013) under “Scope” Paragraph 2.1.1 it states that: 
  
“The Partner acknowledges and agrees that Uber does not provide any 
transportation services and that Uber is not a transportation or passenger 
carrier. Uber offers information and a toll to connect Customers seeking 
Driving Services to Drivers who can provide the Driving Service, and it does 
not and does not intend to provide transportation or act in any way as a 
transportation or passenger carrier. Uber has no responsibility or liability for 
any driving or transportation services provided by the Partners or the 
Drivers…”.343 
 
Uber is trying to deny that they would be involved with transportation or passenger carrying 
services. They claim to only offer a platform, an app, for the drivers to connect with the 
riders. The terminology of passengers, riders and customers has the same meaning. For the 
drivers, Uber uses terminology such as third party drivers or partners. They clearly state that 
the drivers are not their employees. 
 
Under the Partner terms, the drivers’ performance is personal, and their right to use the App is 
non-transferable and sharing accounts is not permitted. The interested can sign up to become 
Uber drivers. They must attend a meeting in a specific location, provide certain documents, 
such as their driving license, to Uber in person as well as undergo a form of induction. Uber 
calls this process “onboarding”. They claim there is no interview process, however, the 
drivers had to show up in person and had even received emails says “book an interview slot 
now”344. The applicants were also required to watch a video presenting the use of the App and 
Uber procedures.345 
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The Claimants claimed that the company was instructing, managing and controlling the 
drivers in different ways. The Respondents denied this and quoted the published forms. The 
drivers received a “Welcome Packet” which included materials such as a leaflet called “What 
riders like” and “What Uber looks for”. These included instructions how the drivers should 
provide the service, such as earn good reviews by providing good service, having low 
cancellation rates and high acceptance rates. The driver should sign off the App if they were 
not willing to take requests.346 The App has been programmed to sign the driver automatically 
off for 10 minutes if they declined three trips in a row. This penalty was denied by Uber 
representative, but one of the forms indeed included the expression of “penalty box 
warning”.347 Uber also requires its drivers to have a good rating. The passengers could rate 
every trip on a 0-5 scoring system and drivers with an average score below 4.4. should 
improve their service or get “removed from the platform” and have their accounts 
“deactivated”. Uber has also given numerous messages to their drivers labeled as 
recommendations, advice, tips or feedback.348 
 
The drivers are free to choose which products they offer and treat themselves as self-
employed for tax purposes. There is no uniform and displaying Uber branding is discouraged 
in London.349 However, there are many incidences in language, when Uber’s name has been 
expressed incompatible with the central case. For example, references to “Uber drivers”, “our 
drivers” and “Ubers” has been seen. Uber UK’s Twitter posts lead this way too. Uber claims 
they offer the drivers “business opportunities” while denying having jobs in the organization 
even though Uber London Ltd mentioned providing job opportunities in a submission to the 
GLA Transport Scrutiny Committee. In the Partner Terms, the Uber fares are called 
Commission or Service Fee. However, in October 2014 a written evidence to the GLA 
Transport Scrutiny Committee stated that “Uber drivers are commission-based… Drivers are 
paid a commission of 80 % for every journey they undertake.” The representative of Uber 
tried to claim this was a typographical error.350 
 
The definition of a worker is written in Employment Rights Act (ERA) in paragraph 4.2.1 UK 
Labour Law and Employment Statuses. It defines an employee as an individual who works 
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under a contract of employment, and a worker as someone who works either under a contract 
of employment or any other contract where working is either expressed or implied.351 The 
definition of a worker who works under this other form of contract was in ERA section 
230(3)(b), the so-called limb (b) contract.352 The same definitions apply under National 
Minimum Wage Act (NMWA) and Working Time Regulations (WTR).353 NMWA Section 34 
defines “agency workers” as individuals who are supplied by a person, “the agent”, to do 
work for another third party under a contract or other arrangements made between the agent 
and the third party but there is no working contract.354 However, the regulation of the Act 
does still apply as if there were a contract.355 ERA Section 43K Extension of meaning of 
“worker” etc. for Part IVA includes individuals who are not defined as workers by section 
230 (3), but who work in circumstances they were introduced or supplied to by a third person 
and where the terms of  the work are substantially not determined by them but by the person 
they work for or by the third person.356 
 
The Claimants claimed that the contracts were not representing the relationship between them 
and Uber correctly, in fact, they were meant to misrepresent it. The Claimants were claiming 
to be working for Uber, not the other way around. They claimed to be under the definition of 
“worker” mentioned in ERA s230(3)(b) at least when the App was switched on. 357  Uber’s 
claims were, that since the drivers were never obliged to take any ride assignments, this 
freedom meant the lack of any form of employment or any contract under which the 
Claimants were to provide any service to Uber. The Court found that when the App was 
switched off, there was no contractual obligation to provide services. However, while the App 
was switched on, the drivers were in the territory where they were authorized to work, and 
were able and willing to accept assignments, they were working for Uber under a “worker 
contract” and a contract within each of the extended definitions.358  
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The Court was amazed by how much effort Uber has put into compelling agreements with its 
description of itself and with its analysis of the relationships between the two parties, the 
drivers and the passengers. The Court stated:  
 
“Any organization (a) running an enterprise at the heart of which is the function 
of carrying people in motor cars from where they are to where they want to be 
and (b) operating in part through a company discharging the regulated 
responsibilities of a PHV operator, but (c) requiring drivers and passengers to 
agree, as a matter of contract, that it does not provide transportation services 
(through UBV or ULL), and (d) resorting in its documentation to dictions, 
twisted language and even brand new terminology, merits, we think, a degree of 
skepticism.”359. 
 
The Court also paid attention to the multiple things said and written in Uber’s name in 
unguarded moments, when Uber’s representatives did not follow the terminology of the 
contracts, which were reinforcing the Claimant’s case that Uber organization runs a 
transportation business and employs the drivers. The Court did not believe the claims Uber’s 
representatives made claiming these were just typographical errors and sloppiness of 
language.360 
 
The Court continued that they found it unreal to deny Uber being in business as a provider of 
transportation services since common sense argues to the contrary. This was made even more 
clear due to the “product range” Uber was marketing on its website. These were clearly 
Uber’s products, not the products of individual drivers, who could not offer such a range. This 
was performed by marketing Uber’s name and selling its transportation services. The Court 
stated:  
 
“Uber does not simply sell software; it sells rides. Uber is no more a 
“technology company” than Yellow Cab is a “technology company” because it 
uses CB radios to dispatch taxi cabs.”361. 
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The Court found that the notion of Uber being a mosaic of 30 000 small businesses linked by 
a common platform in London was ridiculous. Uber’s representative had said Uber assisted 
the drivers to “grow” their businesses, but the Court found that no driver was in a position to 
do anything like that, unless it meant spending more hours behind the wheel. The Court also 
claimed that Uber’s position could not be supplying drivers with “leads” as this would suggest 
the drivers were put in contact with the possible passengers and having the opportunity to 
negotiate and strike a bargain. This was however not the case as the drivers could only agree 
on the fare set by Uber or agree on a reduction from it.362 The Court also found Uber’s logic 
quite complex. As Uber was claiming not to have any transportation service contract with the 
drivers, instead it being between the driver and the passenger, this would mean Uber expects 
the driver to make a contract with a passenger whom they have never met and whose identity 
they shall never know, and who will never know the driver’s identity. This binding agreement 
between the driver and the rider would also include not knowing the destination beforehand, a 
route planned by someone else from which they are not allowed to depart, at least without a 
risk, and a fee set by someone else, not known by the passenger and paid to the stranger. 
Uber’s case has it that if Uber became insolvent, the drivers would have enforceable rights 
directly against the passengers and the passengers would be exposed to potential liability as 
the drivers’ employer under numerous regulation, such as the NMWA. The Court found that 
this contract between the driver and the passenger was pure fiction and did not represent the 
true relationships between the parties.363 
 
The Court did not agree that Uber is working for the drivers, instead they found the only 
sensible interpretation to be that the relationship is the other way around, and that Uber is 
running a transportation business. The drivers provided their skilled labour and the 
organization delivered its services though that while earning profits. The Court gave thirteen 
primary reasons against Uber: 
 
(1) The contradiction in the Rider Terms between the fact that ULL purports to be the 
drivers’ agent and its assertion of “sole and absolute discretion” to accept or decline 
bookings. 
(2) The fact that Uber interviews and recruits drivers. 
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(3) The fact that Uber controls the key information (in particular the passenger’s 
surname, contact details and intended destination) and excludes the driver from it. 
(4) The fact that Uber requires drivers to accept trips and/or not to cancel trips, and 
enforces the requirement by logging off drivers who breach those requirements. 
(5) The fact that Uber sets the (default) route and the driver departs from it at his peril. 
(6) The fact that UBV fixes the fare and the driver cannot agree to a higher sum with the 
passenger. (The supposed freedom to agree a lower fare is obviously nugatory.) 
(7) The fact that Uber imposes numerous conditions on drivers (such as the limited choice 
of acceptable vehicles), instructs drivers as to how to do their work and, in numerous 
ways, controls them in the performance of their duties. 
(8) The fact that Uber subjects drivers through the rating system to what amount to a 
performance management/disciplinary procedure. 
(9) The fact that Uber determines issues about rebates, sometimes without even involving 
the driver whose remuneration is liable to be affected. 
(10) The guaranteed earnings schemes (albeit now discontinued). 
(11) The fact that Uber accepts the risk of loss which, if the drivers were genuinely in 
business on their own account, would fall upon them. 
(12) The fact that Uber handles complaints by passengers, including complaints 
about the driver. 
(13) The fact that Uber reserves the power to amend the drivers’ terms 
unilaterally.364 
 
The Court found that the drivers fall within the terms of the ERA s230(3)(b).365 As there is no 
contract with the passengers, the driver must inevitably have a contract with Uber. This was 
also shown by the fact that Uber is recruiting the drivers. For a reward, the drivers make 
themselves available for Uber. It is also self-evident that in the contract, Uber is not a client or 
a customer of a business carried by the driver. It is also obvious that it is not a contract 
between two independent business undertakings.366 The Court states that the Respondents 
could have devised a business model, which does not involve them employing drivers, but the 
current model they are using fails to achieve that aim.367 
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The Employment Tribunal ruled two major decisions in this case. First of all, Uber is indeed a 
transportation company regardless of what they try to claim to be. Second, the Uber drivers 
are Uber’s workers, not self-employed, and should be given certain employment rights such 
as minimum wage and holiday pay, which are nowadays not granted for the self-employed. 
The worker status, however, includes fewer rights than that of an employee.368 Their status as 
a worker was decided based on thorough consideration of the true circumstances and the 
given contractual terms as a whole. Especially the subordination and autonomy of the drivers 
was carefully examined and it pointed that Uber does indeed direct and guide their drivers. 
 
5.1.2 Employer Entity and Conflict of Laws 
 
The Claimants claimed the Uber London Ltd was their employer, but in case the Court found 
otherwise, that their employer was the Dutch Uber company (UBV), the choice of Dutch law 
would not be effective as it would not provide the protections enacted in Rome I.  The 
Respondents claimed the terms of the contracts were valid and that the drivers were not 
Uber’s workers. However, if the Court found the drivers to be Uber’s workers, they would be 
working for the Dutch paternal company as there were no agreements with the Uber London 
Ltd. They also claimed that the Rome I choice of law clause between the Dutch Uber 
company and the drivers would be effective to defeat the claims under ERA and NMWA, 
even if it would not be effective to defeat the claims under WTR, which implements the 
Community law. 369  This would have meant that the drivers would have had rights relating to 
their working time due to its EU law background, but not towards minimum wage or other 
national legislative rights. 
 
The Court found that the UBV is a company for the central functions, protecting the rights 
associated with the App and processing the passengers’ payments. UBV does not have a daily 
or a weekly contact with the drivers and there is no reason to characterize it as the employer. 
The Uber London Ltd is the obvious candidate for the employing entity, as it is a UK based 
company and the contact for the drivers: it recruits, instructs, controls, disciplines and 
dismisses the drivers.370 The Court also disagreed that the driver would only be under the 
limb(b) contract371 when performing the function for which the contract exists, therefore 
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while carrying a passenger. The Court found that Uber needs a network, a pool of available 
drivers.372 
 
The Court found that the conflict of laws did not exist due to the employer being a UK 
company. However, they decided to analyze how the conflict of laws would have been 
considered if the drivers were employed by the Dutch UBV.373  The Article 3 of Rome I gives 
the parties the right to choose the governing law by expressing their will at the contract terms 
or in the circumstances of the case.374 
 
The Partner Terms specify that the agreements are to be governed by the Dutch laws, but the 
Court’s hypothesis on which they are proceeding with is that a separate agreement must be 
inferred, under which the Dutch UBV employs the drivers as limb (b) workers375. The 
Respondents tried to claim that “this Agreement” also included the inferred working contract, 
but the Court found that since both terms denied any form of an employment relationship, it 
could not imply further terms which say the very opposite. The Court concluded the inferred 
worker contract must have a separate existence from “this Agreement” on which the choice of 
law clause could have been used. There would be no basis for holding that any inferred 
worker contract between the drivers and the UBV would be governed by the Dutch law, so 
according to the Rome I principles, the applicable law would be inevitably the UK law; the 
law of England and Wales. The Court went even further and considered how the case should 
have to be solved, if the UBV was to be the right entity as an employer and if the choice of 
law clause would “bite”, but this thesis will not look into that.376 
 
The UK Employment Tribunal found the Uber UK company to be the employer of the drivers 
due to the true circumstances and subordination factors, despite of the lack of a written 
contract between this entity and the drivers. If Uber was considered as a digital service, not a 
transport service, how this question would have been solved? Would the employer entity have 
been the Dutch company, which owns the rights to the app and processes the payments? Or 
would the UK company have still been considered as the employer? Or, would any Uber 
company have been considered to have an employment relationship with the drivers? One can 
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only speculate the answers regarding the first two questions, but this thesis will return to the 
third question in Chapter 5.3 Comparison of Finnish and UK Cases concerning Uber drivers. 
 
5.2 Finnish Case Law on Uber drivers 
 
Uber has been available in the Helsinki region since autumn 2014. As in the other Member 
States, also in Finland a local taxi driver association has done a request for investigation to the 
police. Helsingin Taksiautoilijat ry association claimed that the Uber application and Uber 
Finland are providing illegal transport services. 377 This was investigated by the police under 
the criminal title of incitement to pursue unauthorized taxi services.378 The police were 
investigating whether Uber is inciting the drivers by providing the App through which the 
drivers could offer their services.379 However, the District Prosecutor Kaisa Ahla suspended 
the preliminary investigation regarding Uber Finland's business. She explained this was done 
due to the unbalanced cost of the investigation compared to the meaning of this matter and the 
possible consequences. The preliminary investigation found out that the responsible people of 
Uber are citizens of the U.S., France and the Netherlands, and this kind of investigation would 
require international cooperation.380  
 
Under the Finnish taxi service law (Taksiliikennelaki) a taxi company needs a license to 
provide professional passenger transport. 381 It states that the law covers passenger transport 
on road with passenger cars. It defines professional passenger transport as transporting 
passengers in the purpose of operating their business or earning profit by gaining 
compensation, either full time or aside other business operations. Passenger transport for 
compensation counts as professional transport also, if it is offered to the public in a public 
space.382 Providing a professional taxi service without the license, is illegal and the one 
breaking the law shall be sentenced to a fine or jailed for a maximum of 6 months.383 
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In Finland, some Uber drivers have been sentenced for breaking this law. Two of these cases 
have made it to the Helsinki Court of Appeal; cases R 16/1141 and R 16/1175.384 The 
Judgements in these cases were given on 21st September 2016. During summer 2015 one 
driver, Munyoro, had earned 2 800 euros in one month and another driver, Adhamov, 12 250 
euros in 3,5 months from driving Uber. They were sentenced in the first instance Court, the 
Helsinki District Court. Both drivers complained to the Helsinki Court of Appeal and the 
Court had to solve whether these drivers had been driving in the professional purpose and 
whether being an Uber driver required a taxi license.385  
 
Adhamov and Munyoro claimed their driving of Uber was not professional in nature and 
should be parallel to neighbor help or other occasional ride help, such as the ones offered 
online in carpooling websites. As the police had not interfered with these carpool services 
even though money transferred there as well, driving Uber should not be considered breaking 
the taxi service law either. The Court of Appeal paid attention to the fact that the drivers had 
picked up strangers and anyone could have requested a ride using the app. These rides were 
offered online, in a public space. Waiting for the rides and offering them to anyone points 
towards professionalism. There were multiple rides and the earnings were high on a monthly 
basis. 386 On the government proposal for the Taxi Service Law, it says that the professionality 
of the operations should be interpreted widely, as the purpose of this law is to protect 
consumers and public safety.387 
 
The Court of Appeal agreed with the Helsinki District Court that this was professional 
passenger transport, which requires a taxi license. The possibility that individual payments 
might have been low or that the payments went first to Uber company and that the company 
transferred the drivers their share, was not influencing on the professionality of the driving. 388 
Both drivers were sentenced for providing illegal taxi service.389 The Court also paid attention 
to a statement from the Constitutional Law Committee, which stated that the need for the 
license and its requirements were no threat towards the free economy.390 
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The prosecutor demanded that the profit earned from the rides to be condemned to the state 
and the drivers demanded they could at least reduce the cost of car, gasoline and 
maintenance.391 According to the Finnish criminal law, the profit made from illegal criminal 
activities can be condemned to the state392 and it is not possible to reduce the costs which 
came from preparing for this illegal criminal activity393. Besides losing their profits, they both 
were sentenced to pay some fines.394 
 
It is interesting that only the Uber drivers were sentenced but not Uber. This case was not 
about determining whether Uber drivers are employees or self-employed but the fact that they 
were punished, instead of the platform company, implies them being considered as self-
employed. 
 
5.3 Comparison of Finnish and UK Cases Concerning Uber drivers 
 
The approach of the UK and the Finnish Authorities and Courts differ distinctly from each 
other, and the decisions were quite surprising in the light of the history of the UK and the 
Finnish Employment Law. One could have assumed that especially in Finland the rights of an 
employee would have been valued higher, as presented above in Chapter 4.1. There are 
political aims, besides the juridical factors, which impact the evaluation on determining the 
nature of Uber’s operations and the employment status of the drivers. In Finland, the 
innovative digital services are seemingly valued higher than the employment status of the 
drivers. In the UK, on the other hand, the decision of the Tribunal was surprisingly positive 
towards the drivers’ employment status. The political interests behind the decision could have 
been the protectionism of the taxi industry and other regulated fields, as defining Uber 
impacts the way other Sharing Economy company models, such as Airbnb, would be defined 
in the future. 
 
Perhaps this shows the difference of the whole political atmosphere. Just like the European 
Commission, the Finnish government seems to be eager to promote new innovative Sharing 
Economy businesses. The political aims have been turned into regulation in the new Transport 
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Code (liikennekaari) by the Finnish Ministry of Transport and Communications.395 The new 
Transport Code will combine the existing substance laws396 regarding the transport market 
and services.397 The bill was given to the parliament on 22nd September 2016398 and the new 
Transport Code will take effect in July 2018. This transition period will give the current 
market operators enough time to do the necessary adjustments.399 The Act will lower the 
barriers to entry to the taxi markets and increases the freedom of the taxi service providers to 
develop their businesses. The aim is to open the market to more variable business models and 
services, increase employment levels and offer more services, especially in the countryside.400 
 
One major change to the current situation is the removal of the taxi quotas, which means that 
anyone fulfilling the requirements could get a taxi permit and provide taxi services. The 
permit would be company based and the drivers would be required to have driving permits.401 
The main station location requirement remained, which is reported along with their main 
service hours. However, the new law also allows the taxis to wait for passengers from outside 
of their main location and offer their services in other cities too. Another major change is that 
the new law will not include price regulation and the prices will be determined based on the 
market needs. 402 However, the political atmosphere is not as open to the Sharing Economy 
companies as it might seem. The Ministry of Transport and Communications was also 
preparing the possibility of a threshold of 10 000 euros’ annual earnings. Any driver could 
have earned under that limit without the need of a taxi permit. However, this part of the 
proposal was removed after the consultation round.403 Also in Finland, other political aims 
than the promotion of innovative digital services, impact the legislation making. The 
protectionism of the taxi industry could be the reason behind the removal of the planned 
threshold proposal. 
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5.3.1 The Party Providing the Transport Service 
 
The district prosecutor decided not to further investigate Uber in Finland and even the title of 
the criminal offense in question was odd: incitement to pursue unauthorized taxi services. Did 
the police not find evidence that Uber itself would be providing unauthorized taxi services or 
why was the charge only about inciting? Compared to the solution of the UK Employment 
Tribunal this is totally the opposite approach. Many other Member States have banned Uber, 
but not Finland. In Finland, only the unlicensed drivers have been punished. Where the UK 
Tribunal solved the case of Uber by defining it to be providing the transport service as well, in 
Finland this was not even investigated further. 
 
Why was the question not about whether Uber is breaking the Finnish “Taxi Service Law”, 
which means being involved in the transportation services and offering rides without 
necessary permissions? This would have been the same question the UK Tribunal solved as 
the first part of their case. The second part was to solve the employment status of the drivers. 
The reason to stop the investigation in Finland was the high costs and the need for 
international cooperation due to the owners being foreigners. This did not stop the UK 
Tribunal from solving the case concerning the relationship between Uber London and the 
drivers. Why did the Finnish authorities not investigate this? This thesis argues the reason was 
the title of the offence; the police were considering to press charges on inciting. As the App is 
property of the Dutch parent company, this might be why Uber Finland was not investigated 
for this crime. But why did the police not find evidence and why did the prosecutor not press 
charges on Uber itself for pursuing an unauthorized taxi service? 
 
This thesis finds that in Finland the police and the prosecutor did not consider it to obvious 
that Uber is indeed providing the taxi service. Uber itself claims to be purely a technology 
firm with a digital service and not be involved in the transportation services. Finnish 
authorities agree with this as can be seen from the submission of Finland regarding the Case 
C-434/15 Asociación Profesional Elite Taxi, which states that Uber is just a platform 
company, a mediator, and not involved in the underlying service.404 The police and the 
prosecutor must have agreed with the submission as it was prepared within several ministries 
and therefore represents the current position of Finland in the matter. 
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5.3.2 What do the Decisions Imply about the Employment Status of the Drivers 
 
The criteria to receive a taxi license in Finland includes that the applicant has passed a taxi 
service entrepreneur course and has at least six months of experience from being a taxi 
driver.405 The Finnish taxi union website states that taxi drivers can become taxi 
entrepreneurs. According to them, there are 9000 taxi entrepreneurs and 5000 full-time 
drivers in Finland.406 This means that the taxi license is given to the taxi company, the 
entrepreneur, who can hire other drivers who do not need their own licenses, just the 
necessary taxi driver training and a driving license. In the Cases of Helsinki Court of Appeal, 
the Uber drivers were sentenced for driving without the necessary taxi license, which is only 
required from taxi entrepreneurs. If the drivers would be only employees of a company which 
is providing taxi services, the company would be required to have the taxi license instead of 
the drivers. Thus, this thesis argues that the fact that the Uber drivers have been sentenced for 
breaking the Taxi Service Law, by offering unauthorized taxi services, implies that in Finland 
the drivers are considered to be independent contractors, who are running their own micro 
businesses.  
 
But why are the decisions so different between the United Kingdom and Finland? This is an 
interesting matter from the aspect of employment law as well. The authorities in Finland did 
not even consider whether the drivers are Uber’s employees, whereas in the UK they were 
considered as workers. These Finnish Uber drivers were sentenced for not having the 
necessary permit, a permit only given to entrepreneurs. Their employment status was not 
evaluated, but it seems to be presumed to be self-employment. What would have made them 
employees instead?  
 
There is a case about a taxi driver in Finland who had his own trade name. His company and a 
taxi company, which had the taxi permit, made a contract that he would be driving a taxi for 
the taxi company, while using their vehicle. 407 The taxi company paid his company for the 
work, including the value-added tax. The formal signs, like the billing method, his company 
being registered and the way he covered his own work-related fees, would implicate that he 
was a self-employed contractor. However, the facts that his salary was similar to one of an 
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employee, that he did not take the risk of operations, and that his business was not public and 
that he did not perform services for other companies would imply that he was actually their 
employee. This was supported by him using a valuable tool of the taxi company, the car, and 
that the hours and shifts were given by the taxi company as well. 408 
 
The Finnish Labour Council409 found him to be an employee of the taxi company.410 The only 
differences here seem to be that in this case there was a taxi company which admitted it was 
proving the transport services, whereas Uber is denying it, and that the taxi driver used a taxi 
car owned by the company, not his own personal vehicle, and that the taxi company decided 
his working hours. However, regarding Uber, there are many signs, which prove the right to 
direct is used, as was seen in the UK case. The use of the employers’ tools and the working 
hours are only parts of the consideration as a whole. The crucial difference between these 
cases is that the taxi company is providing taxi services and Uber claims not to be. 
 
5.3.3. How the Nature of Uber’s Operations Impacts the Employment Status of 
the Drivers 
 
This thesis argues that the definition of the nature of Uber’s operations could impact the 
employment status of the drivers in two ways. First, when using Uber, the service purchased 
by the passenger includes also passenger transportation from one location to another and 
therefore the party providing the transport service must be determined. The transportation part 
of the service purchased by the customer is too relevant to be considered as a by-product of 
the main service for two reasons. First, the customer would not purchase the Uber service 
without receiving the transportation service. Second, passenger transport is a heavily 
regulated field with occupational licenses and other permits, which cannot be avoided by 
circumventing the law and looking for loopholes. 
 
The definition of the transport service provider will determine who is the company or the 
entrepreneur, and therefore determines whether the other party involved could be an 
employee. If Uber only provides a digital service, the only logical party to be providing the 
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transport service would be the drivers, which would make them entrepreneurs, independent 
contractors. If Uber, however, is providing the transport service, the drivers would not be 
providing it. This would mean that the drivers could be classified either as Uber’s workers or 
employees, depending on the national employment status terminology, or as independent 
contractors depending on the evaluation of the employment criteria. This is the first way of 
how the definition of Uber would also determine whether the drivers are independent 
contractors or whether they could be workers of Uber. This means that the European Court of 
Justice’s decision on Uber’s definition would impact the national employment status 
evaluation. 
 
The correct transport service provider needs to be determined as many national jurisdictions 
require occupational licenses. The difference between the UK and the Finland Cases is the 
determination of the nature of Uber’s operations. The UK Employment Tribunal found Uber 
to be providing the transport service and therefore the drivers could be determined as Uber’s 
workers. In Finland, on the other hand, Uber is considered to be a digital service, a taxi 
charter brokerage service, which does not require the taxi license.411 This leaves only the 
possibility, that the drivers are self-employed transport service providers, which are required 
to have the taxi license.  
 
This thesis also argues that there is another way for the definition of Uber to have an impact 
on the employment status of the drivers. The above-mentioned way of impact is influencing 
the national definitions. The second option goes even further and presents the possibility that 
instead of national employment status definitions, the EU employment statuses would be 
used. As presented in Chapter 4.2 Employment Statuses, the EU definition of a worker will be 
used in cases, when the question is about the freedom of movement of workers412, but that the 
ECJ has expanded the use also to other situations where certain EU law instruments apply. 
 
If there is no specific EU legislation, the relevant national definitions shall apply. But if there 
is specific EU legislation, the national definitions of employment status might be irrelevant.413 
The EU law’s autonomic definition of a worker shall be used if evaluating the existence of an 
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employment relationship is linked to the applicability of some specific EU law instruments.414  
Based on the ECJ case-law, these instruments include at least Directives on working time415, 
collective redundancies416 and employment equality417. Evaluating the existence of the 
employment relationship, and its connection to the applicability of certain EU law 
instruments, will determine whether the EU law term worker shall be used. 
 
As this thesis has presented, the ECJ has expanded the use of EU definition of workers in 
cases beyond freedom of movement.418 In Case Balkaya, a German company was 
unsuccessful and dismissed several workers through collective redundancies.419 According to 
the German national law, members of the board of directors and those working under a 
traineeship would not be counted in the number of workers employed.420 The Directive 
98/59/EC on collective redundancies only applies when a certain number of workers 
employed gets dismissed,421 but according to the settled case-law of the ECJ, the national law 
definitions on the nature of employment relationships do not have any effect regarding  
whether a person is considered as a worker for the purposes of EU law.422 In Case Union 
Syndicale Solidaires Isère, regarding casual and seasonal staff at holiday and leisure centers, 
the Court stated that the concept of a worker has an autonomous meaning specific to EU law, 
even though the Working Time Directive 2003/88423 did not refer to another Directive for the 
definition of a worker.424 So instead of deriving the definition of a worker from the national 
legislation, the ECJ decided that the EU definition would apply.  
 
The EU definition of a worker shall be used when specific EU legal instruments, like the 
above-mentioned Directives, apply.425 Regarding Uber drivers this would mean at least that if 
they would try to claim the rights provided under the Directives on working time or collective 
redundancies, the EU definition of workers would apply, bearing in mind that the mobile 
workers and self-employed drivers of passenger transport have their own working time 
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directive.426 This, however, raises the question, why did the UK Employment Tribunal use 
their national employment statuses, when one of the aspects in question was regarding the 
working time. The UK Working Time Regulation (WTR)427 is implemented EU law from the 
Working Time Directive428. In case Uber is considered to be a transport service provider, like 
the UK Employment Tribunal did, the EU definition of a worker should have applied when 
the question was regarding the working time. It would have been interesting how the Tribunal 
or the ECJ, to which the Case could have been referred to for a preliminary ruling request 
regarding the interpretation of EU law, would have solved the case using the EU definition of 
a worker, as the UK law has both an employee and a worker, whereas the EU labour law only 
has the term worker, which seems to be more relatable to the employee status. It is not clear if 
Uber drivers would fulfill the criteria of the EU worker term, despite of fulfilling the criteria 
of the UK definition. 
 
Another question is how far does the use of EU employment status definitions expand? Are 
only the Directives from the employment and social field enough to qualify as the specific EU 
law instruments, which will determine that the EU definitions on employment status shall be 
used? Or could some other Directives which are linked to the assessment of the existence of 
the employment relationship qualify? This thesis will not speculate more on this matter. 
 
Other situations, where the EU law employment status definitions could be used, are 
regarding the fundamental freedoms: freedom of movement429 and freedom of 
establishment430. These fundamental rights provided in the TFEU could be reasons to use the 
EU employment status definitions, if there is no secondary law. Most of ECJ case-law 
regarding the EU law worker term is indeed concerning the freedom of movement.431 If a 
driver would work in another Member State, his employment status would be evaluated based 
on the EU law term worker. The requirement for this is that there would be an employment 
relationship and that the driver would be considered as a worker. Another situation where the 
EU employment status definitions would apply, could be when the question is regarding the 
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freedom of establishment.432 In this case the EU definition would be regarding self-
employment. The freedom to provide services and freedom of establishment as presented in 
TFEU and reinforced in the ECJ case law, aim to guarantee the mobility of businesses and 
professionals in EU.433 If the drivers are providing transport services, the bans some Member 
States have placed upon Uber are not only against the right of establishment of Uber, but also 
against the right of establishment of the drivers.  
 
There are however some derogations to the right of establishment. These exceptions exclude 
the activities connected with the exercise of official authority,434 and allow the Member States 
to retain rules for non-nationals to protect public policy, public security or public health.435 
One could speculate to what extent the reasons used to ban Uber’s services in particular 
countries have relevance in justifying the derogation of freedom of establishment. One could 
evaluate whether those reasons are well founded or do they include some other political 
interests, such as the protectionism of the taxi industry. In Case Viking, the ECJ decided that a 
collective action initiated by a trade union against an undertaking in order to pressure the 
undertaking into a collective labour agreement, which is limiting its freedom of establishment, 
is not excluded from the scope of Article 43 EC Treaty,436 which is replaced by the Article 49 
TFEU.437 If the fundamental right of employee protection was not considered as a derogation 
for freedom of establishment, the reasons qualifying the derogation must be very cogent. This 
thesis will not speculate on this topic and only raises the question for future researchers.  
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6. Concluding Remarks 
 
6.1 Required Actions for Regulating the Sharing Economy 
 
Initially, the ridesourcing companies were less regulated than the taxi and limo services, 
which they are competing with. This has caused a lot of controversies and the services have 
been banned in some countries.438 How should the regulators react to these new businesses? 
As the renters are working under the current regulation, the regulation should focus more on 
swappers and platforms. And as swappers do not participate in the transactions or have 
similar issues regarding employment as platforms, it seems that the platforms are the most 
difficult, but also the most important part of the Sharing Economy to be regulated. 
 
The regulators should pay attention to the fact that the platforms, as well as their suppliers, 
have both common and sector specific issues. There are some challenges for the suppliers 
across the platform economy industry and some more sector specific issues, for example, the 
ones that are only related to passenger transport.439 Some of the issues which cover most 
platform company suppliers, regardless of the industry, are liability for mishaps and the 
feedback standards. Not all platforms offer their suppliers insurance packages and it can be 
both complicated and expensive for the suppliers to get those themselves. The feedback 
standards are set by the platform and the supplier has no legal protection, financial security or 
union bargaining power to support them.440 
 
There are three possible approaches to regulating the Sharing Economy companies: regulate it 
out of existence, self-regulation or to just wait and see how the situation develops. 441 The first 
option does not look very tempting as it would create obstacles to market access, slow down 
innovation and stop creating new jobs. Self-regulation, which means the legislator would not 
regulate it at all, would give the innovative companies lots of possibilities, however, there 
might be risks for public safety, consumer protection or taxation. 
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The self-regulation - approach counts on that the companies would want to increase the 
amount of transactions and therefore offer attractive terms. Suppliers can take gigs from 
competing platforms such as Uber or Taxifyi, which would also make the platforms want to 
provide reasonable conditions for their drivers. However, one side of this approach is that the 
barriers to entry have been reduced significantly: the drivers do not need special education, 
capital expenditure, incorporation paperwork, set working hours or a certain working place. 
This would leave the pool of possible drivers quite large and therefore eliminate the claim that 
the platforms must provide tempting terms for their drivers.442 Self-regulation approach trusts 
that the companies also know what is the best way to regulate themselves and how to fix 
issues. The problem with this claim is that companies aim to make profit and are often only 
willing to protect other values only as long as its profitable for them.443 
 
The third approach, “wait and see”, is favored by most scholars.444 The assumptions this 
approach raises are, that currently, we do not know enough to regulate the matter well, but 
that there will be a time when we do and that we will recognize when this time comes and it 
will not be too late at that time.445 The European Commission could harmonize or otherwise 
override national disparities and create an internal market for the Sharing Economy but the 
downside is that it would add to the already complicated EU legislation in the fields of e-
commerce and consumer protection and that it could slow down the innovations in a fast 
developing field and that it could also be resisted by the Member States due to subsidiarity 
principle. So far, the European Commission has followed the “wait and see” approach.446 
 
One could also claim that it is not too early to regulate. Some of the Sharing Economy 
companies launched at the late 2000s and have existed almost ten years already and the 
scholars and legislators can define the core elements of platform companies. Secondly, some 
issues have been raised by the suppliers, such as the Uber drivers, and some platforms have 
engaged in limited responses to those problems. In the United States, there are legislation and 
insurance policies concerning the ridesourcing companies, and Uber has settled several cases 
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by granting the drivers some rights.447 Lastly, as platforms are growing, so is their lobbying 
power.448 
 
This thesis supports the opinion that it is not too early to regulate. As all the three possible 
options have issues, option number four could be to regulate it now. This thesis argues the 
biggest reason why the “wait-and-see” approach is failing, is that the Member States and even 
cities are regulating the platforms themselves and this leads to inconsistent and incoherent 
legislation. The platform companies have been treated in various ways in the Member States. 
Some states or even cities or regions have banned Uber, set some regulatory limits to its 
operations or punished its drivers. The current situation is unclear to everyone. This thesis 
will categorize the parties whom the current unclear situation is harming into four categories: 
the ridesourcing companies, the suppliers, the consumers and the states themselves. 
 
Uber and other ridesourcing companies cannot operate as freely as they would like, despite 
the EU having freedom to offer services cross-border. If the regulation varies between the 
countries, it takes a lot of effort for the companies to be able to operate truly in more than one 
Member State. Secondly, the suppliers are not clear whether they are allowed to drive 
passengers using the Uber application. They might face even criminal penalties depending on 
the Member State. This also creates barriers to the freedom of movement of workers, as 
someone could not become an Uber driver in another Member State as easily, or to the 
freedom of establishment, as the drivers could not provide transportation services through 
Uber in countries which have banned it. To which freedom the barriers are created, depends 
on the nature of Uber’s operations as this thesis has presented in Chapter 5.3.3. Third, the 
consumers are also confused, whether Uber is legal or not. Finland even had a newspaper 
campaign saying citizens should report to the police if they come across an Uber driver.449 
One would assume fining Uber drivers is not the top priority of the law enforcement. And 
finally, the states themselves are also missing opportunities. First, they are losing possible tax 
income as the drivers might not be willing to pay the taxes if in doubt whether their actions 
are legal. This creates “grey economy”450. If Uber is considered as a transport company, it 
might have to pay taxes like a transport company to the local Member States. In the UK, due 
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to the Employment Tribunal solution, Uber might be facing a tax legal case as well and 
consequently end up paying enormous taxes.451 The unnecessary law suits also add stress to 
the Court system and require countless hours of work. This is why we need a common 
European solution to this problem. The decisions of ECJ on the two preliminary ruling 
requests will hopefully determine the nature of Uber’s operations. After this, regulating 
ridesourcing companies will be possible. If they are considered as digital services, the EU has 
already the necessary competence and may regulate in a simpler way, than if they are 
considered as transport service providers. Regulating digital services might be implemented 
through amending the current E-Commerce Directive, but to regulate passenger transport 
services, the EU would have to expand its legislation on that field. So far, the regulation of 
road passenger transport has been left mostly to the Member States. This thesis argues, that 
EU legislation on ridesourcing companies is needed no matter how the ECJ defines their 
nature of operations. If they are considered as digital services, the regulation should not be as 
difficult to implement than if they are considered to be transport services. Either way, some 
Member States might oppose regulating of ridesourcing companies due to the national 
interests, such as the protectionism of the taxi industry.  
 
For the regulator, there will be challenges when trying to treat the Sharing Economy 
companies and the traditional operators fairly. The consumer protection cannot be endangered 
and the online transactions must be made more trustworthy. However, being cautious should 
not be on the way to embrace these innovative new business models, which offer more 
efficient and flexible ways to operate businesses. To follow the option number four “to 
regulate now” and start legislating the platform companies on a Union level requires a lot of 
preparation, but yet it seems to be the best option. There is regulation on ridesourcing 
companies in the United States already, but the issue of adapting their legislation into ours lies 
in the differences in the legal systems, and besides most of the regulation is only on a state-
level.452 Despite of this, this thesis argues the Union could use the Californian and other 
American legislation as inspiration and create legislation fitting to the Union. It should be left 
open enough to fit other future companies without creating market access barriers or 
otherwise discouraging innovation. 
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To embrace the platform companies, the identity verification systems used by the 
governments should be opened to the private sector services and criminal record checks 
should be digitalized so they would be quicker, cheaper and integrated into the third-party 
services. The tax authorities should prepare a taxation guide of how the Sharing Economy 
businesses should be taxed. 453 The regulator should create regulation for the new services 
which protect the population while still supporting innovations. They should also require the 
providers to share their data so that they could include them into their transportation plan.454 
 
There could be cooperation with the Sharing Economy companies and traditional operators. 
The government and local transport authorities could operate together with the Sharing 
Economy companies, such as the local car clubs455, and join them in their transport network. 
For example, in London, the car clubs could be joined into the Oyster card public transport 
ticket system. 456 Or in Helsinki, the local transport company HSL’s travel card could allow 
you to purchase also these kind of ride services. This thesis argues also that Uber and other 
ridesourcing companies could be linked to it. They could sell combination deals which 
include different types of services, similar to the current phone company deals; with a certain 
price per month one gets x amount of calls, x amount of text messages and x amount of 
internet. With another price per month, one gets unlimited calls, texts and internet. Maybe 
something like this could be used with transport as well. Already the HSL card has two 
options, to upload cash on the card and use it per ride or to purchase a time period during 
which one can travel as much in a certain area as they wish.457  
 
Linked to the public transportation and cities, the Shared-Use Mobility Center has researched 
where different types of Sharing Economy companies work. The measurements include a 
minimum level of population, household density, a mix of uses, a percentage of transit 
commuters and walkability. They found out that ridesourcing companies work best in 
walkable neighborhoods in high or moderately high densely populated areas in large or 
middle-sized cities.458 According to Uber, the company works best in cities with a large 
number of potential drivers and riders. Uber’s App collects the customer data which tells 
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which neighborhoods are most likely to have high demand.459 This makes it great in big cities, 
which already have public transport. By combining with the ridesourcing companies, the 
public transport companies could also increase their volumes. Currently many people will 
drive their own car because of the conveyance of going from door to door. By combining 
Uber and the train or subway, Uber could be the “last mile”460 transport method which would 
eliminate the need of walking when taking the public transport stops or transit stations. 
 
6.2 Required Actions Regarding the Employment Status of the Drivers 
 
The question how to define the relationship between the platforms and the suppliers is linked 
to the definition of the nature of the ridesourcing companies. Defining whether Uber is a 
digital or a transport company has a major influence on the employment status of the drivers 
as we have seen regarding the cases from the UK Employment Tribunal and the Helsinki 
Court of Appeal. As we are still waiting for the European solution from the Court of Justice, 
the situation is unclear.  
 
According to scholar Das Acevedo, the drivers are in an employment relationship, but it is not 
easy to determine where on the spectrum from “nothing” to an “employee-employer” 
relationship the relationship would be placed at. There are multiple reasons to believe the 
suppliers are like independent contractors, but also multiple reasons to find them as 
employees.461 Another claim is that the suppliers do not even consider themselves as 
traditional employees, and therefore do not have the expectation to be treated as such.462 This 
thesis does not support this statement. Different Member States have different definitions for 
employees and the difference can, for example, be seen in the differences between the UK and 
Finnish legislation: The United Kingdom has an employment status of a worker which is 
lacking from the Finnish legislation. In countries like Finland where the only suitable 
definitions could be an employee or an independent contractor, it could be too harsh to 
categorize the suppliers as independent contractors and self-employed. It would not be fair for 
one Member State to treat the Uber drivers worse than the other. Also, if there is a term like a 
worker, which has fewer rights compared to the employee, the risk is that more and more 
employees would be categorized as workers due to some technical arrangements. This could 
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lower the degree of employee protection in general. If, however, the drivers are considered as 
self-employed contractors, they would need more information and assistance on 
understanding their situation, insurance needs and taxation. For example, an independent 
contractor needs to purchase their own retirement insurance in Finland.463 
 
Some scholars also find that the minimum earning and other employment benefits would not 
suit the platform economy.464 First, there is the question of whether the suppliers are indeed 
employees or not. Second, different sectors of platform industry might require different 
regulatory rules how to determine minimum wage for example. It would also be too hard to 
implement the employment benefits as different platforms use different pricing methods. For 
Uber, the platform decides the pricing, as for Airbnb the supplier does.465 One theory is also 
that the market would fix the issues itself.466 Either the platforms would have to implement 
suitable terms or the suppliers would stop offering their services. 
 
An open question here is, how wide of an effect Uber and other Sharing Economy companies 
will have on the labour standards.467 If they continue to grow, more and more people will be 
working without the employment benefits and other conditions offered to employees. The 
regulator should make sure the suppliers of Sharing Economy will be secured. If the EU will 
create a new legal category for atypical or dependent workers, they should have the same 
rights as the workers. Otherwise, there might be a risk that those who are currently workers 
could be recategorized and start gaining a lower level of protection. 
 
If the suppliers would be categorized as independent contractors, there would still be 
something the platforms could do for them, which might also improve their own imago. The 
platforms could offer insurance packages to their drivers. Or to be required to offer them. The 
pricing of the insurance might be either passed on to the passenger or on to the suppliers in 
the form of lower profit margins. This might still be in the favor of the suppliers struggling to 
get their own insurance to cover the damages of their business activities. 468 
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For prospects, some scholars have been wondering how long the suppliers will continue 
providing their services under lousy conditions. One said that if Uber is worried their 
suppliers might leave to another competing company, they could use a non-compete clause in 
their driver contracts.469 It seems unlikely that this would be necessary provided how many 
potential suppliers there are. Another possible way for Uber to tackle drivers leaving them, 
could be the possibility to shift into driverless cars.470 This, on the other hand, could change 
the nature of their business, as Uber still claims to be only an online platform, which has 
nothing to do with transport services. The new definition of Uber’s nature would depend on 
the fact would Uber also own the self-driving cars, or allow individuals to use their self-
driving cars in the Uber app. 
 
Another possible action needed is collective unions. As this thesis has presented before, 
especially the suppliers are lacking the power of collective bargaining. The platform 
companies, on the other hand, keep growing bigger and so does their lobbying power. The 
Sharing Economy companies and suppliers should unite and create associations which would 
represent them, lobby for them and for example negotiate insurance contracts for them. This 
association should be voluntary to join in and operate with membership fees.471 
 
6.3 Conclusions 
 
We are currently waiting for the decisions of the ECJ for the Spanish preliminary ruling 
request. The difference between a digital service and a transport service is crucial for the 
future of Uber and its competitors. If the Court finds Uber’s operations to also cover the 
underlying transport service, the Member States would have the competence to continue 
ruling on the legality of Uber, as road passenger transport is mostly regulated by the national 
laws of the Member States, unless if the EU gives new legislation regarding the ridesourcing 
companies. Whereas if ECJ finds Uber to be a digital service provider, it would fall under 
current EU Directives and it would become difficult for the national regulators to restrict its 
operations. Many of the current bans based on national transportation laws could become 
invalid. And as the EU has competence to legislate digital services under the 2006 Service 
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Directive472 and the E-Commerce Directive473, the EU would have jurisdiction to regulate 
Uber and other ridesourcing companies in Europe. On the other hand, neither one of those 
Directives covers transport services. 474 
 
This thesis will not speculate whether ridesourcing companies should be considered as digital 
or transport services. There is various case law and legislation around the Union, and the 
question is so complex, that it has been sent to the ECJ to be answered in three preliminary 
ruling request. This thesis only argues, that we need the ECJ decision to solve this issue, and 
that we need EU legislation on ridesourcing companies. If Uber is considered as a digital 
service and falls under the scope of the jurisdiction of EU, the EU should set out binding rules 
or legislation regarding these kinds of services, and forbid the Member States from banning 
Uber. By acknowledging that Uber is a digital service and that it falls under the scope of E-
Commerce and Service Directives, the Member States would have to argument why a 
derogation to the freedom to provide services should occur in their countries. Qualifying 
reasons for a derogation could be the protection of public policy, health, security, consumer 
protection or protection of the environment.475 As shown in Case Viking, the requirements for 
a derogation are high, at least concerning the fundamental freedoms.476 It is unclear whether 
protecting the taxi industry could qualify through the protection of the consumers and public 
security. Currently, the European Commission’s Agenda for Sharing Economy only includes 
non-binding guidelines and it advises to use a ban only as a last resort.477 However, if Uber is 
considered also to be operating as a transport service, the EU should still get involved in 
harmonizing the legislation, as the current fragmented situation is just perplexing.  
 
Another unclear situation is whether the EU or the national definitions will determine the 
employment status of the drivers. However, there are strong indications that defining the 
nature of Uber’s operations has a significant influence on the nature of the employment 
relationship between the company and the drivers. The definition of Uber’s nature can impact 
the evaluation of the employment statuses in two ways: 1) If Uber is a digital service, the 
drivers would have to be self-employed transport service providers, and if Uber is a transport 
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service, then the national jurisdictions would determine the worker statuses, which can vary in 
the Member States. 2) In some situations, the employment status definitions could come from 
the EU law. The EU definitions would apply if there is specific EU legislation applied or if 
the situation is concerning the free movement of workers or freedom of establishment. 
 
Currently, the UK and the Finnish Courts have given two opposite solutions on nature of 
Uber’s operations and the employment status of the drivers. In the UK, the Tribunal found 
Uber to be involved in the transportation services and to be an employer of the drivers,478 
whereas in Finland Uber is considered as a digital service and the Courts have sentenced the 
drivers as if they were independent contractors479. Only the UK tribunal considered the 
employment relationship questions whereas for Finland it was implied by the fact that they 
gave sentences on the drivers for something, which would have categorized them as 
entrepreneurs. If Uber drivers were considered as employees, the employer company should 
have had the necessary license. And as the Uber drivers and the taxi driver in the opinion of 
the Labour Council480  have so much in common, the only possible distinguishing feature 
could be that they do not consider Uber as a transport service provider. Of course, all cases 
determining between an employee and a self-employed person happen on a case-by-case 
analysis of the circumstances and the terms as a whole.  
 
Another EU labour law question is that of the atypical and dependent workers. Should they 
have their own employment status similar to the UK system, which has both employees and 
workers? If so, the regulators should be careful not to encourage the employers to categorize 
their workers to the category with fewer rights and benefits. The drivers of ridesourcing 
companies could fall into this possible worker category if it existed. However, currently under 
EU law, the only possible terms are workers or self-employed.  
 
This thesis has shown that sometimes two interests collide, which requires thorough 
consideration on the values of those aspects. In case defining Uber, the colliding interests are 
the aim to promote digitalization and new innovate businesses, and the protection of 
employees and their rights. Both interests are important, but unfortunately, we cannot grant 
Uber the freedom to operate merely on the rules of an information service provider and to 
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give the drivers the status of an employee. So far, some Member States, like Finland, have 
chosen to promote digitalization, whereas some Member States, like the UK, seem to have 
valued the employment rights more. 
 
The decisions from the ECJ on the Spanish and French preliminary rulings have not come yet. 
These decisions could determine the future for Uber and all the other ridesourcing companies, 
and their drivers. It remains to be seen if the Court agrees with the UK Employment Tribunal 
and many other national Court decisions, or whether it will make way for a brighter future for 
the Sharing Economy. Either way, the legal position of the ridesourcing companies as well as 
the employment statuses of the drivers and other atypical workers requires clearance 
throughout the Union. 
